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Books of Plays for High School and Adults
A Much-Needed New Collection Of Short Plays

Peacetime Heroes and Heroines.

By Blakley ~dridge. A w_elcome book of
short plays giving authenuc scenes in the
lives of the wqrld"s great characters who did not depend on war to make them great.
but devoted their lives to helping make the world better. The plays are easy to
give. dramatically well-written and present Jn a very inter esting way a fund of
information. To these people America and the whole world owe much and the presentation of this collect ion of plays will do a great deal to remind us of our debt of gratitude.
The lives dramatized are Jane Addams, Thos. Edison, Madame Curie, Walter Reed of
typhoid fever fame, and Louis Pasteur. Each plays about 15 minutes. Ideal for High
School assembly and class room presentation.
Price 50e
Ten Ten-Minute Plays. By Paul McCoy. For various small casts. These clever short
sketches will be very h elpittl when you are looking for
fill-in numbers on your program. The settinga are all simpJe and they can be g tven without
scenery if necessary. The title,,: Rummage Sale, Good and Dependable, What Exercise Will
Do, H oneymoon. Art!stio Development, Parking for One. Clothes Make the Man, Lfnes of
Fate, Fire GO<'s Out, Guest of Honor. Ideal for clubs or higli school assembly. A good book
for bosl' directors.
Price 50c
By Lucile Crites. A collection o! very ~ d two-character
• comedies, suitable wherever a short sketch' is desired .. A
h a ndy book lo have around. The titles: Toby Asks a Ques tion, rural p lay for l m., l w. :
Meet the Winner. clever domestic play for l m., l w.: An Ebony Juliet, a blackface laughfest for Mose and Juliet: Doubting T homa.a, clever skit for 2 m. ; Mandy on Stylish Figg ers,
n egro farce for 1 m., l w.
'
P r ice 50c
By Jean Provence. We have had 60 many calls during the put
• year for short "'blackouts." that we have just issued this dandy
coUeetion or humorous "gag" play1ets for high school or other groups. They vlay from two
to five minutes each and the settings are very simple. J ust the thing for in-betwe en or fill-in
numbers on your entertainment. Some of the t itles are: The Monster, 2 m., 2 w.; The
Unemployed, 1 m., l w. ; Your Change, 3 m.: Eat and Like It. l m .• 1 w .• and a boy; City
Feller, 1 m., 1 w. There are many others. One o! the best collections o! this type we have
published.
·~
Price 50c
A cross section of American college dramatics is represen ted by
these prize plays writt.en. by pupils of various dramatic classes. The plays offer wide diversity
In plot and characterut,cs. Here are the colleges repr esented: Tufts, University of Trui:as
Penn State. Fordham. University of Missouri, Coker CoBege, Princeton University
Washington, Dakota Playmakers.
'
You will want this book fo r yonr dramatic clus, or your library. Boun d in cloth. P rice $1.69

Five "Twosome" Plays
Knockout llackouts.

All American University One-Act Plays.

of

Auditorium Plays and Stunts
• h S h I A book com
f or H19
C 00 S, "led to fill -

lonsc-felt need. We have bal:X.any inqulri.!
for "fill-ins" and short plays and this book
• th '
F
. - - - - - - - •- - 1s . e answer. i:om
dozens of manus crJpts
Audl!Orham Pla,and Stunta for
~
School"

{hb~. w~~kh~!:

lected the best. Most
of the sketches play
from 10 to 30 minutes,
cover a wide variety
of subjects and styles
of en t ertainment.
We mention :iuet a
few of the interest-ing titles: The Camp u s . novel school
.......=-......
skmh : Tlie Gradua te , a burle~nue; Redbeard, the P irate, a
.__ __ _ _ _ __, stunt; Geo. Washinir•

·-·
---

ton Visita the High School, short play: The
Diamond Necklace, a burlesque: They Went
to the Game, play: At the First Tee, shor t
comedy: ~ave the Su't'face, a motion pi~ture
burlesque• O~ the 1:'ullman, a pantomnn?"
song: The First Mirror, a cave-man skit.
Th'ese and many other~ make a book of
great value to the busy teacher who is lookina- for something- easy to give. P rice 75c

Short Comedies for Small Casts.

. =

No. go

By various authors. A welcome book !or
thooe who want anappy little plays for almost any occasion, plays easy to give. )
clever lines and plots, and not many char- f
>lcters to get together. These titles will g ive/
you an idea of what you will find : Pinch1
Hitting for Cupid, 8 m., 2 w.: An Of!J.'
c
Roman ce, 2 m., 1 w . : Gentlemen First,
m., 1 w.; A Hot Tip, l m., 2 w . ; Real Se •
ice, 1 m., 2 w. Each one plays from ten
fifteen minutes.
Price 50c
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IDqr JJfnrrmnrh
T hese Lessons embody Laws of Health-Cul ture and E xpression. They are plain, practical and scientific. They have
been t r ied and retried and the results proclaim their truth.
They will not strain or fatigue voice or body, but will g ive
development, culture and control of physical and mental
p ower. The first step toward Expression is Impression, then,
reflection, emotion, clear conceptions; then, action, utterance
and the power of speech.
Here are poems that throb with life. They flow in rythmic
mel odies and are replete with living thoughts and glowing
sentiments. They reveal the Art of beautiful Language,-the
warp and woof of Intellect and Feeling woven into delicate
compositions in the mysterious loom of the unsleeping soul.
T hey are full of life, action and purpose and point to h igh
ideals and strong endeavor.
Poems are mosaic language where ideas, thoughts, figures
of speech are cunningly set in fitting words that g leam and
g low with color, life and beauty.
Learn these poems, repeat them, recite them aloud a g ain
a nd again, and they will remain in your memory, and when
y ou are old they will come to you in lonely hours, filling the
haunted chambers of the soul with these old poets' rhymes.
"Then read from the treasured volume
The poem of thy choice,
And lend to the rhyme of the poet
The beauty of thy voice.
And the night shall be filled with music,
And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents, like the Ara bs,
And as silently steal away."
Sincer ely,

BYRON W . KING,

School of Speech A rts,
Mt. O liver, Pittsburgh, P a .

LESSON NO. l

Science and Art of Expressiou
TO BE EXPRESSED. 1. Thoughts. 2. Emotions. 3.
Determinations or Will Enl rgies.

MEANS OF EXPRESSION'. 1. Action or Gesture. 2.
Voice and Vocality. 3. Woril~ or Articulate Language.
Repeat each of these three sentences several times.
1. The sum of the three included angles of a.triwngle
equals two right angles.
2. 0, the long and dreary winterI
0, the cold and cruel winter.
3. l shall never penni,t it! Never, ne.ver while life
shall last. Notice how the voice changes with the different sentences.
No. 1. The voice is light and well forward to the
t ips of the teeth. You can speak it rapidly, for we
think quickly.
No. 2. 'l'he voice grows deeper and the words come
more and more slowly. We feel slowly.
No. 3. Clench the hands, stand firmly, hold the jaw
firm. We express objective will power with our
rwuscles.
PHRASING AND GROUPING OF WORDS.

P ronounce these words :
1. Irnpetuously; Indispensible; Intensively; Untimely; Kingdom~· Unkindest.
Put all the power you can upon the consonant of each
accented syllable. Make each p, t and 'k very strong.
Now pronounce these phrases:-
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1. For liife, for liberty and indep&ndence. ( Make
three words of the phrases.)
2. The Lightwing's flash. ( one word.)
3. A harse! A horse! My Kingdom for a llorse.
(Three words and t he K of Kingdom very strong.)
4. In joy, in sorrow1 in li f e, in death1 thy hope shall
lwe, shall li-ve forewr. (Six words.)
In all speech, we must group the words and each
group must be pronounced as one word.

LESSON NO. 2

Positions and Breathing Exercises

!.-POSITION. Stand well erect, your full height;
head up, eyes level and well open. Keep weight on balls
of the feet, right foot advanced, bearing tht·ee-fourths
of t he 'weight. Hold position 30 seconds, without
breathing, winking or moving the eyes.
2.-Take a very quick breath, but do not move t he
chest or shoulders-keep them motionless. Now, take
three steps forward, holding breath and keeping head
up and eyes fixed. Take another breath, t ake three
steps backward. Do not bend the knee in stepping.
3.-Take breath aud walk six steps forward. Breathe
and retreat six steps. Do not move shoulders or chest;
do not bend the knees in stepping.
4.-Stand in Position No. 1. Take a book or box, any
square or cubical object, place it upon the head. Now
take a ful I breath as in :Ko. 2, keep the weight balanced
without holding or touching it with your hands. Now
walk as in No. 3 and see that the weight is kept balanced. ( If you cannot walk without holding this
weigh~, you are lame.)
Pronounce these sentences:
l.-Ar1n, Arm1 Arm!-the enemy is n ear!

2.-The ooea11,---old1 centuries old, paces---1·estless1 to
and fro- and far-a:1d ioide,- his beard of sncnv,
hewves; with the heamnq of his breast.
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3.-The roar-and crash,-the lightwing's fl.ash,-the
moaning of the purple flood; the power-and ioraththat sice-pt his path, and left his garments- dyed with
blood.
Prolong all a's and o's in the emphatic words. Cut

short and quick all the e's and i's.All open vowels may be prolonged. All closed vowels
cannot be prolonged. A and O are open vowels. E and
I are closed vowels. U is sometimes long. Double
\'Owels and diphthongs are usually Jong.
Each idea requires a 11ause. The P.rst step in speech
and read ing is phrasing

LESSON NO. J

Phrase Enunch,tivn

Repeat many times these examples. Pronounce each
thought as one word and vibrate each vowel.
1.

The breaking waves-dashed high,
On a stern and rock-bound coast,
And the woods-against a stormy sky
Their giant branches-tossed.
And the hem·y night-hung dark
'l'he kills and uaters o'er
When a band of e.xrilcs-moored th~ir bark
On the wild New England shore.
What sought they thus-afar'!

Bl'ight jewels of the mine?
'fhe wealth of seas? 'l'he spoils of war?
'l'hey sought a Fa,itll!s pure shrine.
Make each souad, each syllable, each word vibrant.
2. 'l'hen, out spake brave Horatius,
The captain of the gate:"To every man upon this earth,
Death cometh, soon or late!
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And how can man die better
Than facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his fathers,
For the temples of his gods!

Be sure to phrase ·carefully. Conjunctions require
pauses usually if they connect phrases and sentences.

LOVE
A restless thing-is the wind,
But, its streng_th--is rrvightier-far
Than a phalanxed host-in battle line,
Than the limbs of a Sarnpson are.
And, a restless thing-is Love,
And a name-that vanisheth;
But, her strength-is the wind's wild strength-above,
For, she conquers sham,6--and death.

LESSON NO. 4
Fill lungs as before. Be. careful not to lift the
shoulders. Now, raise the chin, turning the head back
as far as possible, hold it there for an instant and
firmly, gradually, bring it forward until the chin
presses firmly upon the breast. Try it several times.
'rhis will redden the neck and if there is a sore spot,
you will find it.
Phrase and read the following many times:
1. I want free life and I wan~ fresh a-ir,
And I sigh for the canter after the cattle!
'l'he crack of whips, like shots in the battle!
The melee of horns and hoofs and heads,
That wars and wrangles and scatters and spreads,
The green beneath, the b~ue above,
And joy and la,ughter and life and love
And Lasca!
N ote.-Prolong all open vowels, especially the emphatic ones, and give quickly all close vowels.
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2. -Farewell! A lon_q farewell to all my g,reatness I
This is the state of man! Today, he puts forth the tender leaves of hope; tomorrow- blossoms and bears his
blushing honors-thJick upon him; the tlvird day comes
a frost, a clllillvng frost and when be thinks, good, easy
man-his glory is a-ripening, nips his root and then he
falls, as I do.
Read this slowly, firmly. Stand erect ; keep body
firm, voice strong.
But---;-----whatever-may be our fate, be asswred, be asStlred, that this Declaration,-will stand. It may cost
treasure,-and-it may cost blood; but-it will stan&,
and- it will richly compensate- for both. Through
the thick gloom-of tlte present,-I see the brightness
-of the f1lture--------as the su11, in heaven. We shall make
this-a glo1'io-u s,-an imrn-01·tal day. vVhen we are in
our graves-our ch-ildren-will honor it . They will
celebrate it- with thanlcsgvving, with festiviPIJ,-wi th
!bonfires,-and illuminations. On its annual returnrthey will shed tears,-copious, gusllAng tears,--1wt of
6tlbjection and slavery,--1wt of agony und d'istress, but
- of exultation, of grntit11Aie, and of joy. Sir,-before
God,-I believe--------the hour is come. My judgement-a;pproves this measure, and-my whole heart is in it. All
that I have,-and all that I arn-and-all that I hopein th-is life,-I am-1ww-ready-here to stake upon it ;
and-I leave off, as I began, that, live or die, survive or
perish, I ami fo1· the Declarat'ion. It is my living senti--:µient,-and-by the blessing of God-it shall be my
dying sentiment-independence 1ww; and INDEP ENDENCE FOREVER/"

LESSON NO. 5 Pattses. Each new idea must have a pause. Emotions,
sometimes, require us to pause after each word. Then,
when we join ideas, the conjunctions often require
pauses.
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We must pause before and after each quotati-On,
We must pause for each sirn;ile and rMtaphor.
· ·we must pause for words transposed, or out of the
regular order.
We must pause after verbs of hearing and seevng
when the object seen or heard is i uvusual or the description lengthy.
We must pa11se for all great, all unusual ideas, and
for all words of double meaning or used or in an extraordinary manner.
Read the following sentences and give reasons for all
pauses :
1. 'l'here is a tide--in the affairs of men,-

W'hich,-taken at its flood,- leads on to fortune;Omitted,-all the voyage of their life-Is bound in shallows- and- in miseries:
And- we must take the current when it runs,
Or- lose our ventures.

2. A more glorious victory,- cannot be gained over
another man- than this, that- when the injury began
on lvis part, the kindnes»-should begin on ours.
3. Full many a gem- of purest ray serene,The da:.-k,-unfathomed caves-of ocean bear;
Full many a flower-is born-to blush unseen,And waste its sweetness-on the desert air.
4. Lives of great men-all-remind us
We---can make our lives-sublime,
And,-departing,-leave behind usFootprints-on the sands of time.
5. But-his little dau~hter-whispered,As she took his icy hand,"I sn't God-upon the oceanJ ao;t the same--as on the land?"
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6. Or whispering-with white lips :-"The foe!-they
come !- they come!"
7. But- to the hero,-when his swordHas won the battle-for the free,Thy ,·oice--sounds-like a prophet's word,
And- in :ts hollow tones- are heard
The thanks of millions-yet to be.
8. 0 thou-Eternal One! whose presence brightAll space-doth occupy,- al l motion-guide;Unchang~d - through time's - all-devastating
flight;
Thou-only- God!- There-is-no-God- beside ; LESSON NO. G

Standing and Walking
POSITION

Stand well erect, feet at right angles, right heel at
instep of left foot. Poise weight well forward, on balls
of both feet. Keep both knees straight; the back curved
in and the waist firm. Hold chest well up; chin raised
and eyes on the leYel.
Caution: Except in character work, keep the line of
the fol'ward foot toward the instep of the rear foot. Do
not practice with heels together. It is poor position and
leads to bad habits. Keep weight on balls of feet.
CHANGID POSITION BACKWARD

Take step with right foot backward, but 45 degrees to
the right. Bring left foot to instep of right foot. Do
not step directly backward, but indirectly and to the
right. If you step directly backward, you will appear
to grow shorter and you will not secure a good position
with the feet. If you wish to impersonate a clown or
some other comedy character, step directly backward.
Second Step. Step with left foot indirectly back-
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ward to the left; bring right foot toward the instep of
left foot.
Practice these steps until you can make them easily
a nd firmly.
Caution. Do not allow either knee to bend in this
exercise. If the knee bends slightly, you will seem to
" bob'' in your movements.
Observation. The more nearly the Jines of the fe.et
form a right angle, the stronger will be your position
a nd the more confidence you will feel. As the angle of
the feet lessens and tends toward parallel lines, the
weaker is your attitude and the less assurance you will
have.
Observation. 2. The advanced foot need not be
drawn close to, or in contact with the other foot at the
instep. It must keep the right angle line and m?.y be
advanced on this line several inches from the other foot.
This will strengthen your attitude. Therefore, observe
three things: 1. Feet, Right Angles, 2. Knees, unbent,
3.
foot advanced on right angle line.
In all exercises maintain proper position and attit ude. In this way it will become a habit, and lead you
back to nature.
LESSON NO. 7

Deep Breathing Exercises

1.- Stand well erect,-very tall. See that the back is
well curved. Now fill the lungs by expanding the waist
and walk. At each step, try to take in more air,-more !
more! more! Take six, eight or ten steps.
2.-Stand well erect. Fill the lungs at the waist.
P lace your hands at the sides and bend slowly right
and left. At each bending, try to draw in more breath.
After six bendings, rest and then repeat.
3.-Take a full breath-do not lift the shoulders.
Prolong oo just as long as you can. Now, make the
sound of oo as you fill the lungs,-fill them slowly and
gradually.
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4.-Prolong A as in arm a----Prolong it 30 seconds, 40 seconds, one minute. Time it each trial and
practice until you can prolong it two minutes or more.
Now, try to make this sound by drawing in the breath.
At first, JOU will only whisper it but, by and by, you
can get it -i;ocal.
Try O in the same way.
Read the following cind pronounce each phrase as one

word.

The world for sale! Ilang out the sign!
Call every tra,eler hcre--to rne!
Who'll buy this brave estate of mine
And set me from earth's bondage free,
'Tis going! Yes, I mean to flin,g
This bauble from m;r soul Mvay/
I'll sell it, whatsoe're it bring!
The w<;rld at auction here to-day I
It is a glorions thing to see!
Ah, it has cheated me so sore!
It is not-what it seems to be;For sale! It shall be mine no nwre!
Fwme! Ilold the glittei.ing meteor high!
How dazzling_ every gilded nnme !
Ye millions. now's the time to buy!
How much for fame! Ilow much for fame!
Ilear how it tlrnnders! ,Yould vou stand
On high Olympus, far-renoimi'edf
Then, pur<'lwse, and a irorld command,
A.n4--be with a world's curses crowned!
LESSON NO. 8

Voice and T one Vibration

The iccalth of roice is Vibration.
the lower teeth.

Get tki,s, on all

1.-Stand erect, before a looking-glass. Hold the jaw
firm, with the teeth slightly separated. Pronounce the
word say several times. See that you can see the tips
of the lower teeth. Do not move the jaw. You will feel
the teeth ,·ibrate with the sound.
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2.----Pronouncc slowly and very :firmly each word of
the following phrases and direct the tones to the tips of
the low&1· teeth.
a. They rnay say, away, away, aW<Jt'!} I
b. Sages vanish with the ages.
c. And they shall see his great salvation.
d. Ladies and gentl&men, I call attention to thlis
proclamvatfon : "Peace, peace on earth, good will to
1nen!" See that every vowel rings clear and vibrant.
Each sound must strike the teeth and you must feel the
vibration.
FINI SH E D

My work is finished; I am strong

In fa-ith, and hope, and charity;
F or I have written things I see,
The things that have been--and shall be,
Conscious of right, nor fearing wrong;
Because I am in lo,·e with Love,
And the sole thing I hate-is Hate;
For Hate ls death; and LoYe is life.
A peace, a splendor-from above j
And Hate-a nevet·-cncling strife,
A smoke; a cloitd--from the abyss
\Vhere unclean servents----coil,- and hliss !
Love-is the Holy Ghost-within.
Hate-the 11,nvardonable sin!
Who preaches otherwise than this
Betrays his Master-with a kiss.
----Longfellow.

LESSON NO. 9
BREATHDIG

Stand well erect. Place hands against waist,
thumbs backward, :fingers to front. Keep lips closed.
Give a quick gasp, forcing the waist outward.
Do not move shoulders or chest; keep head, neck and
west motionless-all the action must ho l)/ Pie waist.
1.
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2. Gostal Breathing. 'I.'ry again and have the hands
move outward at the sides. Keep the mind centered on
the sides and you can do it.
3. Dorsal Breathing. Place the hands on the back
well down and breathe again. See that you cause the
muscles of the back t o expand outward.
Repeat each exercise several times.
4. Deep-Full Breatliiing. Give a firm, quick gasp
and force the waist outward in front, at sides and at
½lack.
Hold the breath several seconds.
5. Take breath in same way ar:J hold it while you
wa lk several steps.
Pl.-actice this until you can walk with waist firm and
pressing outward. \Vhen you have mastered this exercise, you will have formed the habit of deep breathing.

WORTII WHILE
P hrase and read this poem. 'l'ake breath after each
phrase.
True worth-is in being,-not seeming,
In doing-€ach day that goes bySome little good;-not-in dreaming
Of gteat things to do bye and bye.No matter- what one says in fancy,And- in spite of the follies of youthThere's nothing- so kingly as kindnessAnd nothing so royal - as truth.
We cannot make bargains for blisses,
Nor catch them like fishes in nets,
And sometimes the t hing our life misse,;
Helps more than the things which it gets.
For good lieth not in pursuing,
Nor gaining of most, or all,
But just in the being and doing
As we would be done by, is all.
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LESSON XO. 10

6. Quick Breathing. Place hands at waist at the
sides, keep tbem relaxed. Now breathe quickly and
clench the bands tightly at the same instant.
Tl'y again and take a quick step forward as if starting to run.
7. Walking muZ Breathing. Keep knees firm and
step to the right, taking bl'eath same as in Exercise 6.
Step to left in same manner.
Now walk forward slowly and with firm step, placing the ad,·ancing foot toe-first, heel turned well inward, and just as t he weight comes ou forward foot,
breathe as in 6. Keep body erect, eyes fixed on level.
Now walk again, and take the breath at each second
step. Try again, six steps to one breath.
Try the same exercise as you go upstairs. You will
observe that you get rid of your weight.

EYE~ING BELLS
John B. Goff, the great orator, said : "Prartlrc 'bell tones' ; they
give t he vol cr clearness, vllJrutlon, m usic 1111d power."

w ill

rronouu~e uToll." maJdug th~ "1\'' hard and ''O" deep nnd prolong
the "I." W hen we irh·c a bell strok\', there Is n Jong. dlm!n!sb!ng vibration. This ~ound <•an be mr.dr OD ·•J, m, n, r." The "belJ tones"
must be beard throughout the entire poem.

Those evening bells! Those evening beJJs !
IIow many a tale their music tells
Of youth and home, and that sweet t ime,
·when first I heard their pleasing chime!
Those happy hours have passed away,
And rnanj' a heart i.bat then was gay
,vitbin the tomb now darkly dwells,
And hears no more those e,·ening bells.
And so 't"·ill be when I am gone,
1\hat tuneful peai will stm ring- on !
·while oth(>r bards will walk the>se dells
And sing your praise, sweet evening bellR.

-Torn Moore.
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LESSON NO. 11

Depth and Fullness of Tone
1.-Pronounce A as in A ge several times. Be sure it
vibrates from the tips of the lower teeth.
2.-Pronounce Lay, Lay, Lay, making the L very
strong, but do not mo,·e the jaw. Repeat many times.
3.-Prolong the sound of A, and as you do so grad·
ually round the lips to the shape of O, projecting them
as far as possible. 'l'he sound will deepen and become
like oo, but you keep it as near A as in Age as you can.
Repeat many times.
4.- Now, ,vhile you do the previous exercises, gradually raise t he head, carrying it back as far as possible.
Do not jerk or make a quick movement. You will feel
the throat open and the tone will deepen.
5.- Repeat the last exercise and while the bead is
raised high, the lips rounded well and projected, try
bard to swallow the sotmd. Do not stop making the
tone-keep it going. Work hard at it, for it will give a
deep, sonorous tone and the exercise cannot hurt the
throat.
6.-Raise the head in the same way as you say No,
making the N very firmly.
Read the following :
Out of the north--tbe wild news came,
Far-flashvng,- on its wings of flame,
Swift as the Boreal light-that flies,
At 111,idnight,- through the startled skies !
And, there was tumult -in the air.
The fife's shrill note, the drU1n's loud beat,
And through the wide land, everywhere,
The answering tread of hurrying feet.
'fhe night has a thousand eyes,
And the day but one;
Yet the light of the great world dies
With the dying sun.
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The mind has a t housand e,res,
And the heart but one;
Yet the light of a whole life dies
·w hen love is done.
Pause after ,rou introdu ce a n ew idea if it is important.
LESSON NO. 1'2

Objective and Subjective Tones

Take the exercises of Lesson 11. Make them as if
catling them to some one 200 feet from you. Now as
if to some one 600 feet away. Now make them as if
drawing them to :,ou from some point 200 feet away.
Kow as if from 600 feet a,va,r. A good speaker always
i!Jraws tli,q souncl to him, except in comedy or negative
emotions. Use thes~ sentences as in the exercises, first
calling to a distance, then drawing them.
1.-All are scattered now and fled.
2.-I sing the songs of the vanquished.
3.-Art is long and time is fleeting.
The quality of mercy-is not strained;
It droppeth-as the gentle rain--from heaven
Upon the place beneath; it is twice blessed;
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes :
'Tis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes
The throned nionarch,-better than his crown;
His sceptre-shows the force of temporal powerThe attribute to awe-and majesty,
Vlherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;
But--mer01J is above this sceptered sway;
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God-himself;
And earthly power- doth then show likest God's,
When mercy- season's justice. Therefore,
Though justice be thy plea, consider thisThat,- in the course of justice, none of us
Should see salvation: we do pray-for merO!J,
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And- that same prayer doth teaoh us-ali-to render
The deeds of mer cy.
Be sure each phrase is uttered as the unit of speech.
Each idea requires a pause, an inflection, and an emphat ic accent.
Remember, t he number of pauses will depend upon
your own interpretation- -only a few are marked in
each selection.
LESSON NO. 13
10. Muscular Breathling. Re;.:x all muscles of body.
Keep feet firm, t oes well out, arms at sides. Breathe
as in 9, but as you breathe, contract all the muscles of
body . Keep feet firm on floor, draw yourself to fullest
height, contract muscles of ankles, limbs, waist, neck,
turning head backward, clench hands firmly and turn
the hands outward from body. Do all this gradually
until you have t he utmost tension of ad parts of body,
and have filled the lungs to their fullest capacity. Hold
several seconds, then suddenly relax all muscles and
exhale a ir.
11. M Breathing. Close the lips firmly. Make an
aspirate m sound by inhaling through the nostrils.
J\fake it t hree t imes and at each sound strike the waist
muscles outward more firmly each time, the last stroke
very strong. Make it :~kli' the count of one, two, three.
T ry again, and with four strokes. Again with six
strokes. Be sure you strike more firmly as you men•
tall,v count and put all the force you can into the last
stroke.
12. Vocal Inhalation. ( &; Pronounce a, e, i, o, it,
with quick indrawn breath. The sounds ·w ill be only
whispers at first, but will become sub-vocal after some
practice, and then vocal. Pronounce them singly like a
gasp, and see the waist moves outward with each effort.
(b) Now prolong each sound. See that they are indrawn.
( c) Put sh before each vowel, as sha, she, shi, sho,
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shu. Pronounce them singly first, then all in one inhalation.
R~peat with indrawn aspiration these sentences:
1. Wait! Silence! -Xot a step, not a icord.
, 2. A whisper, a breath-all is over!
This wl1ispered sound will be heard distinctly in the
largest building. It requires practice, but it will repay
all effort.
LESSOX XO. 14
1. Bronchial Expansion. Fill the lungs as in Les•
son 9. Take in plenty of air. Close the lips firlllly and
allow no breath to escape. Throw the head firmly .back
and draw in the waist, forcing the air of the lower part
of the lungs into the bronchial tubes. llold for i:;e,·cral
seconds. '!.'his exercise will lwiug the blood into your
neck and face, but if done slowly and firmly it can do
no harm. Do not hold it until it makes you dizzy.
2. Full Inspiration. Begin a breath with lips
slightly parted, making a sound somewhat like an "s"
or "sh"; then when the lunge;; seem full, clo e the lips
firm],\· and breath through the nostrils with sound of
" m•m-m." Take in fullest cn pacity of lupgs.
3. Bre"tlt Retention. Bl'eathe r.s in exercise 1, and
hold breath while you walk or do the exercises in Jo.10.
The air in your lungs will expand as it becomes warm
and thus en large the Jung cells.

Articulation and Precision

Pronounce the following and hold the final consona nt
long and firm.
1.-Ake, eek, ike, ok, ook, ik, oik.
2.-.Ape, cev, ipe, ope, oop, ip, oip.
3.-Ate, eat, ite, oat, oot, it, oit.
4.-Kake, keek, kikc, koke, kik.
5.-Pape, peep, pipe, pope, pip.
6.-Tate, teet, tite, tote, toot.
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Make open and closing consonants very firmly,-hold
them well. Now pronounce each word of the following
sentences as if to some one 2-00 feet away and be sure
\le hears each individual sound.
1.-The crash of matter and the wreck of worlds.
2 .....:...Earth to earth, ashes to ashes, and dust to dust.
3.-All excellence demandeth skill.
4.-The hills, rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun.
5.-Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy
youth.
6.-0r ever the silver cord be loosed, or the pitcher
be broken at the fo1mtain, or Nie whed broken at the
cistern, then shall the dust return to the earth as it was
and the Spirit unto God who gave it.
LESSON NO. 15
A modJulatecl voice should change to express the varied ideas. It need not imitate the sound, but should
harmonize with it. Thus, if we speak of "tolling bells,"
of "whispering winds," of "murmuring ocean," of "pattering rain drops," -of "crash and roar and dash of
spray," the voice should suggest all these ideas by
changes of pitch, volume and power. Great ideas of
material things demand deeper, fuller tones. Thus, the
brook ripples, the river 11'1A1,1",nwrs, the deep•sounding
ocean roa11·s. In this selection, the tones must be full,
deep and well blent. Keep the throat well open and
make pauses long,-go slowly.
THE OCEAN

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods,
There is a rapture O!l the lonely shore,
There is society, where none intrudes,
By the deep i:.ea and music in its roar.
I love not man the less but nature more,
From these our interviews, in which I steal
From all I may be, or have been before, .
To mingle with the universe, and feel
W"hat I can ne'er express, y~t can not all conceal.
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Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean-roll!
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain.
Man marks the earth with ruin-his control
Stops with the shore;-upon the watery plain
The wrecks are all th:v deed, nor doth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
\\' hen, for a moment, like a drop of rain,
He sin:,s into thy depths with bubbling groanWithout a grave, unknelled, uncoffined and unknown.
"Thy sho~es are empires, changed in all save thee;Assyl'in, Greece, Rome, Carthage, what are they?
Thy waters wasted them while they were free,
And many a tyrant since; their shores obey
The sh'anger, slave, or savage; their decay
Has dried up realms to deserts: not so thou;
Unchangeable save to thy wild waves' play,
Time writes no wrinkle on thine azure brow :
Such as creation's dawn beheld, thou rollest now.
And I have loved thee, Ocean! and my joy
Of youthful sports was on thy breast to be
Borne, like thy bubbles, onward; from a boy
I wantoned with thy breakers,-- they to me
Were a delight; and, if the freshening sea
Made them a terror, 'twas a pleasing fear;
For I was, as it were, a child of thee,
And trusted to thy billows far and near,
And laid my hand upon thy mane--as I do here.
-George Gordon B yron.

LESSON NO. 16

Exercise for Vibration
1.-Part lips slightly, as if smiling, and hold jaw still
and repeat :-a-a-a, e-e-e, i-i-i.
This sound must ring clearly from the tips of the
teeth.
2.- Repeat: They say a way may be made this day,
3.-Awake; awake! ring the alarm bell!
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4.-Ladies and gentlemen, there may be many with
us this day, in ignorance of our plans.
5.- In the deep silence of the night, the far-off bells
rang sweet and clear.
6.- We hold these tr-:iths to be self-evident: 'fhat all
men are created equal. 'l.'hat they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty anJ the pursuit of happiness.
7.- Rejoice, you men of Angiers ! Ring your bells!
King John, your King and England's, doth approach!
Open your gates and give the victors way.
Obs. Every sound must be clear; every letter heard.
Each vowel must ring clear, clean-cut and vibrant from
the tips of the teeth-the lower teeth. Practice each
sentence many times. In all exercises, keep the waist
muscles pressing outward as you make the tones.
Now, repeat the lines of Tennyson's exquisite poem,
and if you miss or mars, single letter, count it a failure.
Make each vocal sound as clear and as sympathetic as
the note of a violin.
CROSSING THE BAR
Twilight and evening star !
And one clear <.:all for me!
And, may there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea!
But, such a tide, as moving,
Seems asleep!
Too full for sound or foam,
When that which drew from
Out the boundless deep,
Returns again_, home.
Twilight and evening bell!
And after that the dark!
And may there
no sadness of farewell
When I embark.

be
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For, though, from out this bourne
Of Time and Snace
The 0ood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot, face to face,
When I have crossed the bar!
LESSON NO. 17

5. Che-st Expan.sion. (a) Begin as in exercise 13,
and continue breathing until the chest is full;r expanded by the inflation of the lungs. Now throw the
shoulders well back and with the chest forward and upward, the waist firm, walk ten, twenty or thirty steps.
Repeat several times.
(b) Fill the lungs same as before, then clasp hands
above the head and bend to right and left firmly several
times, allowing no breath to escape.
(c) Fill lungs as before, lifting chest well, high as
you can, now clench the hands firmly, and keeping the
arms straight, raise them parallel and bring them up
high as the face, then on up, high as you can reach, and
down backward with slow, regular movement and keep
them as nearly parallel as possible. Do not make an,Y
quick, jerky movements.
( d) Fill lungs as before, keep arms at side, fully extended, clench the hands and swing arms backward,
keeping them as nearly parallel as possible. While you
do this, bend the body forward, until the top of the
head is turned toward the toes. Keep the knees firm
and allow no breath to escape. Still holding the
breath, raise body and bend backward far as possible.
Turn t he bead backward also, until you can see the wall
back of you and bring the arms slowly up in two great
parallel circles. Do this slowly and firmly.
These exercises will develop the chest and force the
air into all closed or unused cells of the lungs.
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Gymnastics for Vocal Organs
I wish to bring a full and fresh supply of blood to the
neck and flush all the speech organs.
1.-Take a very full breath, shut the jaw firmly.
Now, holding this full breath, slowly, firmly turn the
head to the left until the chin is over the shoulder, then
turn the head to the right in like manner. Be sure you
do not jerk the head. Repeat several times.
LESSON NO. 18
INDEPENDENCE BELL

There was tumult, in the city,
In that quaint, old Quaker town,
And the streets were rife with people
Pacing, restless, up and down,
People gathering at the corners,
Where, they whispered, each to each, ·
And the sweat stood on their temples
With earnestness of speech.
Obs. Stop for each new idea, a lso for each idea repeated for new meaning; also for conjunctions, if they
connect sentences or several former ideas with what
follows.
Obs. 2. Listen before, and while you speak each idea
of sound; look, look hard, when you speak ideas of
sight.
Obs. 3. Remember, gesture starts with mind impulses. When you hear the sounds, that is t he real gesture. After a time, head, hands and the entire body
will respond to these mind impulses and the;r; will complete the gesture action. Gesture is much more of the
mind than of the body. To think, to bear, to feel
clearly and intensely, is the soul impulse, or mind
gesture.
All ideas for utterance, must first impress the
speaker, after the deep impressions we can have the

wpression.
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"Will they do it?" "Dare they do it?"
"'Vho is speaking?" "What's the news?"
"' Vhat of Adams'?" "What of Sherman?"
"0, God grant they won't refuse!"
"Make some way there!" "Let me nearer!"
"I am stifling!" "Stifle then!
When a nation's life's at hazard,
We've no time to think of men!"

Obs. ,;an you see this thing? Can you see the individual fa.:!1:!S and hear the voices? Some will only whisper; some will shout; some are being crushed and
trampled. One, maybe, is at your right, another far
down in front, still another, almost beneath your feet.
See all, hear all and then express vividly what you hear
and see.
As the bleak Atlantic currents
Lash the wild Newfoundland shore,
So they surged against the State House,
So they beat against the door,
And the mingling of their voices
Made a harmony profound
'Till the quiet street of Chestnut
Was all turbulent with sound.
So, they surged against the State House,
While all solerunly inside,
Sat the Continental Congress,
Truth and reason for their guide,
O'er a simple scroll debating,
Which, though simple it might be,
Still would shake the cliffs of England,
With the thunders of the free.
F ar aloft in that high steeple,
Sat the bellman, old and grey,
H e was weary of the tyrant
And his iron-sceptered sway.
So, he sat, his one hand ready
On the clapper of the bell,
'Till his eye could catch the s' goal,
The Iong-expectd news to tell.
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Obs. Be alert! Pauses are quick. You must catch
the eagerness of the old man and the crowd.

See !'see! The dense crowd qui,·ers
Through all its lengthening line,
As the boy, beside the portal
Rastens forth to give the sign!
With his little hands uplifted,
Breezes dallying with his hair,
Hark, with deep, clear intonation,
Breaks his young voice on the air,
Hushed the people's S\,elling murmur,
While the boy cries joyously :
"Ring!" he shouts. "Ring; Grandpa pa
Ring, 0 ring for Liberty !"
Quickly at the given signal
That old bellman lifts his hand,
Forth he sends the good news,
Making iron music through the land.
How they shouted; what rejoicing!
How the old bell shook the air;
'Till the clang of Freedom ruffled
The calmly gliding Delaware.
That old State House bell is silent,
Hushed is now its clamorous tongue,
But the spirit it awakened,
Still is Jiving, ever young,
And, when we greet the smiling sunlight,
On the fourth of each July,
Let us not forget the bellman,
Who betwixt the earth and sky
Rang out loudly, "Independence,"
Which, please God, shall neYer die!
Obs. Listen to the bell as to an organ er piano. Let
your voice keep measure and melody of the bell.
Point out all objects and keep your attention u pon
them. See and make the audienae see; listen and make
them hear every sound.
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Obs. 1. To express ideas of great things, of profound
things, we must go slowly, giving longer pauses and
more time to all open vowels, and also work to lower
tones of pitch.
Obs. 2. Always pause before a simile. Do not utter
the words until your mind fuHy comprehends the idea
a nd has received strong impression; then give your
expression.

L:0SSON NO. 19

Voice, Drill and Practice
Practice the following exercises three times a day,
t wo minutes each time.
1.--a, a, aj e, e, ej i, i, ij o, o, Oj u, u, Uj oo, oo, oo.
Keep jaw firm, separate teeth from one-eighth to onehalf inch, keep waist firm and force the waist outward
as you make the sound.
2.-La, Laj Lee, Leej Lo, Loj Lu, Luj Loo. Make L
very hard ; do not move jaw.
3.-No, noj nee, neej ni, nij noo, noo. Make N long
and hard; move jaw as little as possible.
3.-Now, now, noio, now. Make this slowly and
firmly and prolong it more and more.
4.-Now you UIIIJ ww, lay low now. Make this line
one word-one long word.
Lwng Bath. Round the lips and project them.
Throw the head far back until the face is parallel with
the ceiling. Extend the arms fully and throw them
back as far as possible. Bend back well in and just as
you do all these things, draw through the lips as if
through a tube, all the air you can until the lungs are
flushed, filled, crowded with air. As you draw in the
a ir make the sound of "o-o-o." Hold for an instant and
exhale suddenly ·with sound of "hoo," at the same
instant bring arms to side, head forward to normal
position. Repeat six times.
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Registers and Contrasts of Voice
Repeat this sentence pleasantly and smilingly as to a
group of children.
1.-'Tis only a little story of a little "love and tears.
Keep voice light and pleasant. Now make this one
deep and serious.
2.-Bcca1tse, main goeth to Ms long ho11ie a,n,d the
rn,ourners go about the street.
3.-And deeper than the s01m<i, of seas,
M01·e so~ than falling flake;
W hile angels hushed their songs to hear
'l'he voice Eternal spake.
4.-Hcre, the sunshine; there, the storm. H ere the
cradle ; there, the tomb.
LESSON NO. 20
The poem, "The Bells," requires all powers of the
voice in pitch, intonation, contrast and force. The
first part is ttppc1· 1·cgister, light, clear, rapid and
vibrant. 'l'he second part must be 111,iddle 1·egister, soft,
musical, like a chime of beautiful bells. The third part
is a combination of middle and low registers, harsh,
dissonant and terrifying. The last part is l-0w 1·egister,
slow, solemn and mournful.
THE BELLS
Eoo.u, ALLAN PoE.
1. Rear the sledges with the bellsSilver bells!
What a. world of merriment t heir melody foretells!
H ow they tinkle: tinkle, tinkle,
In the icy air vf night!
While the stars that oversprinkle
All the heavens, seem to twinkle
With a crystalline delight;
Keepin~ timP, time. time,
In a sort of RUDic rhyme,
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To the tintinnabulation that so musically wells
F rom the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bellsFrom the jingling and (be tinkling of the bells.
2. H ear the mel1ow wedding-bells,
Golden bells!
W hat a world of happiness their harmony foretells!
Throug:::i the balmy air of night
How tbey ring out their delight!
From the molten-golden notes,
And all in t une,
-n·bat a liquid ditty floats
To the turtle-dove that :istens, while sbe gloats
On the moon!
Ob, from out tbe sounding cells,
W hat a gush of euphony Yoluminously wells!
How it swells!
How it dwells
On the Future I how it tells
Of the rapture that impels
To the swinging and the ringing
Of the bells, bPlls, bellsOf the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells hellsTo the rhyming and the chiming of the bells !
3. Hear the loud alarum bellsBrazen bells!
What a tale of terror, now, their t urbulency tells!
In the startled ear of night
Ilow they scream out their affright !
Too much horr ified to speak,
They can only shriek, shriek,
Out of tune,
In a clamorous appealing to the mercy of the fire,
In a. mad expostulation with the deaf and frantic fire
Leaping higher, higher, higher,
With a desperate desire,
And a resolute endeavor,
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Now- now to sit or never,
By the side of the pale-faced moon.
Oh, tbe bells, bells, bells!
What a tale their terror tells
Of despair!
How they clang, and clash, and roar!
What a horror they outpour
On the bosom of the palpitating air!
Yet the ear it fully knows,
By the t wanging
And the clanging,
How the danger ebbs and flows;
Yet the ear distinctly tells,
In the jangling,
And the wrangling,
How the danger sinks and swells,
By the sinking or the swelling in the anger of the bellsOf the bellsOf the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bellsIn the clamor and the clangor of the bells!
4. Hear the tolling of the bellsIron bells!
1'1b.at a world of solemn thought their monody compels!
In the silence of the night,
How we shiver with affright
At the melancholy menace of their tone!
For every sound that floats
From the rust within their throats
Is a groan.
And the people-ah, the peopleThey t hat dwell up ;n t he steeple,
All alvne,
And who tolling, tolling, tolling,
In that muffled monotone,
Feel a glor:v in so rolling
On the human heart a stoneThey are neither man nor womanThey are neither brute nor human-
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They are Ghouls :
And their king it is who tolls;
And he rolls, rolls, rolls,
Rolls,
A prean from the bells !
And his merry bosom swells
With the prean of the bells!
And he dances, and he yells;
Keeping t ime, time, time,
In a sort of Runic rhyme,
To the prean of the bellsOf the bells :
Keeping time, time, time,
1n a sort of Runic rhyme,
To the throbbing of the bellsOf the bells, bells, bellsTo the sobbing of the bells;
Keeping time, time, time,
As be knells, knells, knells,
In a happy Runic rhyme,
To the rplling of the bellsOf the bells. bells, bellsTo the tolling of the bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells, bellsBells, bells, bellsTo the moaning and the groaning of the bell&,
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RECITATIONS FOR
THffiD AND FOURTH GRADES
A-WONDERING OF HOME FOLKS
BYRON

w.

KING

This is supposed to be an old man speaking, dreaming
a day dream of home.
Just a-wondering,-if they're thinking-of a pilgrim
far away.
Just a-wondering- if it's lonesome-in that little home
today!
Just a-wondering-if when morning- in at the door
and window slips,
And the bright eyes wake from slumber, if my name is
on their lips!
Just a-wondering- if when evening-hides the earth in
shadows dim,
If they speak the name of "Daddy," hungering just a
bit for him!
Just a-wondering-if the Junior ever hal~ his merry
laugh,
When his earnest, wistful vision strikes his old Dad's
"fortograph !"
Just a-wondering if my daughter, growing into womanhood,
Might forget her plain old father for some woodenheaded dude !
Just a-wondering if the youngest might forget my goodbye kiss
And the big, rough hands that trembled with her little
ones in his!
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J ust a-wondering 'till a heartache creeps up here inside
my vest,
And my eyes hurt with the shadows that are creepin'
'l!ross the west.
J ust a-wonder'ing-No, I'm certain there is one who
don't forget!
One whose thoughts are ever with me like great stars
that never set!
One whose prayers go on before me, lighting all the
shadowy deeps;
One who doubly joys in my joy, at my sorrow doubly
weeps,
So, I softly say, "God bless 'em!" say it while my eyes
are dim; '
Daddy thinks a lot of home folks, and he knows they
think of him !
THE EASIEST WAY
All negative ideas take rising inflections. All ideas
of what you dislike or disapprove must have rising inflection. I nflection is our mark of approval or dislike.
The easiest way- doesn't lead to fame,
The easiest way- doesn't lead to rest.
The easiest way- doesn't win the game,
For- often- the hardest way is best.
And thousands journey the easiest way,
Choosing the simplest tasks to do,
They love to dance and they love to play,
But the hardest road is trod by few.
But those who travel the hardest way
Are brave of heart and unafraid,
And they face the trials of today
With courage: firm and undismayed.
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And-in the end,-the golden goalBecomes their own-and perfect rest
And- peac~rewards each striving soul,
And with content each life is blest.
The hardest way-is long- and rough,
Beset with disappointments, too;
But the man-who is made of the sterner stuffElects to fight with the nobl,e few.

1

GRAYLANDS
Observe weJI the pauses atter conjunctions and adverbs.
time to join ideas.

It takes

When we go down to Graylands,-together we shall go;
As we went down to Roselands- in the bloom of
April glow!
To Graylands, to Graylands, ab, will it not te sweet,
When we go down to Graylands in the days of weary
feet!

Som~fear the way to Graylands and say-it must not
be
That the.v shall leave their youth behind and all their
sunny glee ;
But-when ive go to Graylands-it will not be with
fear,
For-we shall go togetlwr-as in Ma1Jtnne of love's
year!
"The shadows dwell in Graylands, of vanished dreams,"
they cry,
But- we shall go together-till we find the su,n,n,y sky;
And-with the shadows-singing-and with the sweetheart tune,
Go down to Graylands-happy-as we were 1n love's
young June.
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Wben we go down to Graylands,-I wonder-shall it
be-

That . we shall go together, little sweetheart, you with
me!
For-then- it would not matter-how deep the night
and drear,
Our hearts would sing in Graylands-as they sang iii
Roselands, dear.
OHI LD LOST!
In olden times. wben any message was to be procln!med, It was
given to tbe bellman, who •would make his way through tbe town,
r ing his bell .11-nd cry aloud the news. Make his tones slow and with
downward glldes of pitch. The voice should be monotonous and
wlerd.

"Nine," by the cathredal clock!
Chill the air with rising damps;
Drearily from block to block
In the gloom the bell-man trampg,"Child lost! Child lost!
Blue eyes, curly hair,
Pink dress,- child lost!"
Something in the doleful strain
M'akes the dullest listener start,
And a sympathetic pain
Shoot to every feeling heart,
Anxious fathers homeward haste,
Musing with paternal px·ide
Of their daughters, happy-faced,
Silken-haired and sparkling-eyed.
Many a tender mother sees
Younglings playing rounrl her chair,
Thinking, "If 'twere one of these,
How could I the anguish bear?"
''Ten," the old cathedral sounds ;
Dark and gloomy are the streets;
still the bell-man goes his rounds,
Still his doleful cry repeats-
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"Oh, yes ! oh, yes !
Child lost! Blue eyes,
Cu:.:ly hair, pink dress,Child lost! Child lost!"
"Can't my little one be found?
Are there any tidings, fr iend?"
Cries the mother, "Is she drowned'!
Is she stolen? God forfend !
Search the commons, search the park8,
Search the do~rways and the halls,
.Search the alleys, foul and dark,
Search the empty market stalls.
H ere is gold and silver-see !
Take it all and welcome, man;
Only bring my child to me,
Let me have my child again."
Hark! the old cathedral bell
Peals "eleven," and it sounds
To the mother like a knell ;
Still the be:l~man goes his rounds-"Child lost! Child lost!
Blue eyes, curly hair,
Pink dress,-child lost!"
H alf aroused from dreams of peace,
Many hear the lonesome call,
Then into their beds of ease
I nto deeper slumbers fall;
nut the anxious mother cries,
"Oh, my darling's curly hair,
Oh, her sweetly-smiling eyes !
Have you sought her everywhere ?
Long and agonizing dread
Chills my heart and drives me wildWhat if Minnie should be dend?
God, in mercy, find my child!"
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"Twelve," by the cathedral clock;
Dimly shine the midnight lamps;
Cheerily from block to block,
In the rain the bell-man tramps"Cbild found! Child found;
Blue eyes, curly hair,
Pink dress.-child found!"
YES'l'ERDAY

W,h ere have they vanished? Is that what you say?
Into the land of dim Yesterday;
Into the Shadow-land, into the mist,
Hands that we pressed, lips that we kissed,
Eyes that looked love into ours through tears,
Heart~ that beat time with ours for years;
Silently, swiftly have all passed away
Into the Shadow-land, Yesterday.
There are the songs the sweet lips have sung,
Voices that echo like chimes far-off rung;
There are the hopes that were cherished and bright,
All passed away like stars of the night.
'l'here are the promises fleeting as breath,
Sundered and rent by the swift hand of death;
Memories only still linger and stay,
Memories sweet of the glad Yesterday.
There in that mist-land of Shadow and Tears,
Lie the great treasures of swift-fleeting years;
Measures -of gold that toilers have won,
Loftiest deeds that brave heroes have done;
Crowns that are blood-bought, now eaten with rust,
Sceptres and thrones that are crumbling to duat;
Towers and palaces splendid and grand,
P roud-glowing trophies of many a land,
Gliding still farther and farther away
Into I-be mist of the fur Yesterday.
-Byron W. Kvng.
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UP-HILL
We must use two voices in this selection. ~t the answering voice
be calm, even and firm. The first voice is that of a traveler, anxious
and weary._ The more earnest we arc, the more slowly we must speak;
tbe more serious, tbe deeper the tones.

Does the road wind up-hill all the way ?
"Yes, to the very end-''
Will the journey take t he whole long day ?
"From morn to night, my friend."
But, is there for night a resting-place'?
"A roof when the dark hours begin."
May not darkness hide it from my face?
"You cannot miss that I nn."
Shall I meet other wayfarers at night?
"Those who have gone before_"
Must I knock, or call when just in sight?
"They wait you at the door."
Shall I find comfort, travel-sore and weak?
"Of r est you shall find the sum-''
Will there be beds for all who seek?
"Yea, beds for all who come."
-Christina Rossetti.
SONG OF THE WINTER WINDS
If we prolong oo and glide up and down In pitch It wlU sound like
the wi nd. Try 00- 0 - ce and make ee on high pitch. Now, gLve "0
p!ty the poor" nod prolong all the vowels, changing 'y" to "ee."
Make like sound for all the wind lines.

Oh, what is the song that the winter winds sing,
As earth they are robing with snows that they bring
From the crystalline realms of the stern Ice-king?
"Oh, pity the poor! oh, pity the poor!"
Adown the dark street they are rushing along,
And into the ears of the hurrying throng,
They, determinwte, shout the words of their song,
"Oh, pity the poor! oh, nity the poor!"
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They rattle the shutters of the rich millionaire,
To knock for the mendicant, shivering there,
And are whispering through, on the cold, cold air,
"Oh, pity the poor! oh, pity the poor!"
They part t he white curtains, and hover beside
The pillow of one in her maidenhood's pride,
And breathe to her gently, "The Lord will provide.
"Oh, pity the poo.r ! oh, pity t he poor!"
Have ye not heard it, this song born of Jove,
Sung by His messengers sent from above
To tell us our duty, our stewardship prove ?
Then pity the poor, then pity the poor!
" The poor ye have always," let love then prevail, .
Lend to the weak, the distressed, and the frail,
Whom friendship has shut without her white pale,
Because they are poor, because they are poor.
Is this the glad song that the winter winds sing
As back they are soaring with unwearied wing,
To the crystalline realms of the stern Ice-king?
"Earth pities her poor, earth pities her poor!"
-William M. Clark.
WHEN I WAS A .BOY
Up in the attic where I slept
When I was a boy-a little boy !In through the lattice the moonlight crept,
Bringing a tide of dreams that swept
Over the low red trundle bed,
Bathing the tangled curly head,
While moonbeams played at hide and seek
With the dimples on each sun-browned cheek,
When I was a boy-a little boy !
And, 0 the dreams, t he dreams I dreamed
When I was a boy-a. little boy.
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For the grace that through the lattice streamed
Over my folded eyelids, seemed
To have the gift of prophecy,
And to give me glimpses of time to be,
vVhen manhood's clarion seemed to call.
Oh, that was the sweetest dream of all,
"When I was a boy-a little boy!
I'd like to sleep where I used to sleep
When I was a boy-a little boy!
For in at the lattice the moon would creep,
Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses and griefs of the tears away
From the heart that is weary and faint today,
And those dreams should give me back again
The peace I have never known since then"When I was a boy-a little boy!

THE LITTLE RED HEN
Here is a poem many people ought to bear. There are so many
Duck-people, Goose-people and p;ggy-pcople. I like the little Red
Hen! She worked real ba1·d, she dld, and ra;sed a crop, harvested lt
and got it milled and baked the loaf all herself. Now, some people
might say she was seltlsh, but I know she just wished to teach lazy
toJks a lesson. The little Red Hen put snap and energy into her
work. I know she will talk that way, too. Who will show us bow ?

The Little Red Hen had some kernels of corn
She wanted to plant in a row.
She asked Mr. Piggy, Miss Goose and Miss Duck
To help, but they answered, "Oh, no!"
"Not I!" said the Goose, and "Not I!" said the Duck,
While Piggy just ran off and hid.
"All right," said the Hen, "if you won't, why, you won't.
I will plant it myself." And she did.
•
When the corn was all ripe, "Who wi1l take it today,"
Said the Little Red Hen, "to the mill?
W on' t somebody offer to carry the bag?
I will be much obliged if you will.''
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"Not I!" said the Goose, and "Not I!" said the DuckWhile P iggy just ran off and hid.
"All right," said the Hen, "if you won't, why, you won't.
I will take it myself." And she did.
When she brought home the meal, said the Little Red
Hen,
"Won't somebody help make the bread?"
But nobody offered to help her a bit,
And this is what each of them said :
"Not I!" said the Goose and " rot I!" said the DuckWhile Piggy just ran 'off and hid.
f'All right," said the H en, "if you won't, why, you won't.
"I will bake it myself." And she did.
'rhe Little Red Hen baked the loaf all herself.
At last it was ready to eat.
The others looked on as sbe buttered a slice,
And crowded around at ber feet.
"I'll help you eat it!" said Goosie and Duck;
"And I!" said Piggy, with a grunt.
"Oh, thank you so much," said the Little Red Hen,
"But I have an idea JOU won't."- And they didn't.
EDITH'S SECRET
Here's a secret! You must tell It in a whisper. Ile sure no one
overhears you. Of course, boys in our school arc not like Bob. Our
boys would not rob a bird's nest, but some other boy might bear and
then, just think! The birds are our little friends and they wake us
with song and show us how to be happy. I think this is a robin's
nest. Do you ·1 Tbey are great bomc-bulldcrs aud fine house-keepers.

Hark! I've a secret to whisper!
Listen-but don't JOU tell!
'Cause it isn't mine to be giving.
And i't isn't mine to sell !
I went in the orchard this morning,
To gatber some clover blooms,
For the bees in the hives-so busy
They can't leave their dungeon glooms!
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And while I was there, I looked up
And saw- now, don't you tell!
'Ca use if Bob should bear ( he's my brother),
There's nothing he'd like so well !
I saw up there, in the branches,
' Most hidden by leaves an' boughs,
A wee, soft nest- just the dearest
And tiniest birdie's house!
And what do you s'pose was in it?
I climbed up, and a lmost fell( Hush ! there comes Bob )-four bird's eggs!
Remember, you musn't tell!
THREE LITTLE SOLDIERS
Three little soldiers-paper caps,
Cornstalk guns and shoulder straps,
Hearked to the spring-bird's morning call,
Shouldered their arms and one and all
Marched in the light of the golden day
Over the hills and far away.
Three little soldiers, tired and sore,
Back from their bloodless, mimic war,
Clustered about their mother's knee,
Told their tales in childish glee ;
Tales of the mock, heroic frayOver the hills and far away.
Three bonny boys, a mother's pride,
With tear-dimmed eyes and martial stride,
Hearked to their bleeding country's call,
Shouldered their arms and one and all
Marched in the misty morning grey,
Over the hills and far away.
Under the blood-stained uniform,
Three gallant hearts, once blithe and warm,
Throb no more at the bugle's call,
Heed not the banner's rise and fall;Three bonny boys are lifeless clay,
Over the hills and far away. -J.B. Naylor.
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THE KITCHEN POKER

The Irish dialect glides upward in pitch in comecly. The vowels are
prolonged and the upward movement Is from two to four notes
usually. In pathos, th() voice glldes downward. The t ones must be
made well forward and vibrnted fully upon the teeth.
The Irish is remarkable for its beauty of intonation, Its clearness
ef vibrnti on. and it Is wonderfuJly eO'ective for both humor and
pathos. Tbe Irishman Is proud of bis honor, and wben you speak of
that, he "quits joking."

Swate widow Flagg, one winter's night
Invited a tea party,
Of elegant gentility,
And made the boys quite hearty;
But just as they were breaking up,
She missed her kitchen poker,
And delicately hinted, that
The thief was -Paddy Croker.
Now, P at, he was a Grenadier,
In what is called the Grey Light Horse;
A stouter, cleaner, tighter ladUpon m_y soul, there never was.
Says be unto the widow:
"Do you take me for a joker?
Do you tb:nk I'd come into your house
And steal your dirty poker?
Your nasty, dirty poker,
Your dirty kitchen poker!
Do you think an Irish gintleman
Would steal your dirty poker?"
But all that he could say or do
Had no effect upon her.
At length says she : "Now, Pat, will you
Declare upon your honor?"
Arrah ! Pat stared and started back,
His hand behbd his cloaker !
"Ye touch my honor, touch my life;There is :vour dirty poker !Your nasty kitchen poker;
Your dirty, ugly poker.
Touch my honor,-toucb my life;Here ! Take your di1,ty poker!"
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THE LAY OF AN EGG
T here are lots of troubles in the world a::id some folks are just
trouble-makers. 'l'bc I.Jest way is to do our work and not worry. Let
ns all read this poem, and one of us will take tbc good mother hen's
part, and another the bragging duck's part, and some good-natured
boy can have the part of the dog. Yes, nnd we must not forget the
cat. Some people think a nimals can't talk,-hut then some "'eople
never did amount to much!

Good Mrs. Biddy has laid a white egg,
"Clu ck! cluck! cluck!'.'
And she is as proud as a hen can be,
And cal Is to her friends to co rue in and see,
"Cluck! cluck! cluck!"
The first to appear was old :\!other Duck,
"Quack ! quack! quack !"
"What have you got there, dear Mrs. Hen ?
Only a::i tgg? I'm sitting on ten!
Quack! quack! quack!"
The next one to come was the stable cat,
"Miaow--ow--ow !
A cat, my dear, may look at a king.
But what's to see in that round, white thing?"
..maow-- ow--ow !"
P oor Mrs. Biddy sat down to cry,
"Cluck! cluck! cluck!
"I was proud of my pretty white egg," said she1
"But eggs seem common as common can be.
Cluck! cluck! cluck!"
But Towser cried, as he picked his bone,
"Bow! wow! wow!
"You've done yom· duty, so don't you mind
If folks say things a little unkind,
Bow ! wow ! wow !"
'
So good Mrs. Biddy took heart again,
"Cluck! cluck! cluck!
I won't care a button what some folk say !"
And she laid a pretty white egg each day.
"Cluck! cluck! cluck!"
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After awllile those eggs were hatched,
"Cheep ! cheep ! cheep !"
The chicks were the dearest of dear little things,
With nice little heads and nice little wings!
"Cheep ! cheep ! cheep !"
A KINDLY LETTER
Tbe Alphabet family is n queer ooe ! The children, the letters, are
funny little fellows. People talk with them so mt1ch, it wot1ld not be
strange if they did a little talking tbemsetres. Letters are like little
people, small but very important. It you wish to know bow big a
little Jetter cnn be, just spell it out. These letters bacve tro~eled a
great deal. You will find them in all cities and io all lands.

The letter K got lonesome quite,
And people called him queer,
And so he wrote to letter A:
"My friend and comrade dear,
I wish you'd come and Jive with me;
For you and I, 'tis pl~in,
Are made to rule o'er other folk
In this our great domain.
Our house shall have a roomy L,
Where we may take our E's,
With naught to do the livelong day
Except to tend the B's.
And all who live within our court
Shall wear their hair in Q's;
Sweet P's shall grow around our door,
And green T's shall we use.
Of course, we'll travel o'er the C's
To every laud we know,
From R's in France to Zuyder Z;
And no man shall we 0.
I ndeed, we'll be so extra Y's,
We'll act as one, not two;
And though you are the first in rank,
Why, I'll be W ."
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FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES
EUGENE FIELD
Be sure each vowel is clear and the voice sott and sweet, like music.
Make the pauses long. Pathos and beauty require ,time for tccllog
and' appreciation.

There's a trail of mist- on the low-gray deep,
A blur of rain-on the land,And- the breath of flowers- where he lies-asleep,
With- one-white rose-in his hand.
The strong,- sweet singer,-who left his luteUntil-the dawn should come,
But- drifted away with the morning tide:l,
And left it- forever- dumb.
And- what are the wonders- his eyes have seen,
And-what are the secr8ts- he knows?
He never will tell-as he lies there-asleepJust clasping-the sweet-white rose.
But- in the splendor of seraph's song
He seems- the poet we knew ;
In happy gardens-of blossoms- and dreams-He wanders- with little Boy Blne.
They smile at the toys they left \1r 1t night,
The play-things of youth and vf age;
For the man is a child in the Kingdom of Light,
And the child is as wise as the sage.
And whatever pleasure in Heaven may be,
This lover so tender and true
Will turn from the splendor of angel joys
To the face of his little Boy Blue.
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THE WILL A.t.VD THE WAY

Tbe author of this poem is ,Tolin G. Snxe, of V<'rmont. He knew Ute
and tbe qualities n<'edful to w iu s uccess. He won fame nnd distinction w!tb determi ned effor t and prr s<'ver nnc(•. H e saw the bumor of
tbe old world and be scntter ecl smiles nil tbe wa ~ along the rougb
road. His poems are r arncst and hel pful. H e be1ieved !n backbone
of body and rnind.-a bac·khone t b:\t wou ld support a bead jlnd upbold
a spir it. Ile llved a nd loY~d on d l au ghed. and he won! '.l.' be poem
must be spoken wit h energ y of voice and actloo.

It was a noble Roman,

I n Rome's imperial day,
Who heard a, coward croaker,
Before the batt le, say :
"They're safe in such a fortress ;
There is no wav to shake it-"
"On! on!" exclai~1ed the hero,
"I'll find a way, or make it!"
Is fame your aspirat ion?
Her path is steep and high :
In vain he seeks the temple,
Content to gaze and sigh!
The shining throne is waiting,
But he alone can take it
Who says, with Roman firmness,
"I'll find a, way, or make it."
Is learning your ambition?
There is no royal road;
Alike the peer and peasant
Must climb to her abode;
Who feels the thirst for knowledge,
In Helicon may slake it,
If he has still the Roman will
To "find a way, or make it."
Are riches worth the getting ?
They must be bravely sought;
With wishing and with fretting,
The boon cannot be bought;
To all the prize is open,
But only he can take it
Who says, with Roman courage,
" I'll find a way, or make it!"
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DAYBREAK
A wind came up out of the_ sea,
And said, '' 0 mists, make room for me.''
It bailed the ships, and cried, '' Sail on,
Ye mariners, the night is gone.''
And hurried landward far away,
Crying, "Awake! it is the day."
It said unto the forest, "Shout !
Hang all your leafy banners out!' '

It touched the wood-bird's folded wing,
And said, "0 bird, awake and sing."
And o'er the farms, "0 chanticleer,
Your clarion blow; the day is near."
It whispered to the fields of corn,

'' Bow down, and hail the coming morn.''

It shouted through the belfry-tower,

''Awake, 0 bell! proclaim the hour.''

It crossed the churchyard with a sigh,

And said, "Not yet ! in quiet lie."
-Henry W. Longfellow.

THE SOLDIER'S MONUMENT
A monument--for the soldiers!
And-what will you build of it?
Can ye build it of marble,--or brass,--or bronze,Outlasting-the soldier's love?
Can ye glorify it-with legendsAs grand-as their blood-hath writ,From the inmost shrine-of this Land of thineTo the uttermost verge of it 1
And- the answer came: We would build it-Out of our hopes-made sure,And-out of our purest prayers- and tears,And-out of our faith- secure;
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We would build it- out of the great white truthsTheir deatb-hath sanctified.
And-the sculptured forms-of the men in arms,And their faces- ere they died.
And- what heroic figure-Can the sculpture-carve in stone?
Can the marble breast-be made to bleedAnd the marble lips- to moan?
Can the marble brow-be fevered?
And- the marble eyes-be graved
To look their last-as the flag-floats past,
On the Country-they have saved?
Each pupil should mark the phrases of t he remaining
stanzas,-also, all accents for emphasis.
And the answer came: The figures
Shall all be fair and brave,
And, as befitting, as pure and white
As the stars above their grave!
The marble lips and breast and brow
Whereon the laurel lies,
Bequeath us right to guard the flight
Of the old flag of the skies.
A monument for the soldiers!

Built of a people's love,
And blazoned and decked a nd panoplied
With the hearts ye built it of!
And see that ye build it stately,
In pillar aud niche anrl gate,
And high in pose as the s uls of those
It would commemorat .!
-James Wh/4toornb Riley.
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EVENING AT THE FARM
The poem by J. T. Trowbridge gives us beautiful plctul'es of farm
life. All poets arc lovers of nature and of animals. The long lanes.
the wide-sweeping p lains, the high-arching bills, the deep -curving
valleys, the somber fOl'ests, the herds of fleecy sheep, the lowing
cattle, the myriad voices of birds and insect,-tbese have given Inspiration to poets of all ages.
Io this first stanza, the meter keeps time to the farm -boy's step.
When be calls the cows, the voice should be high and the sounds prolonged. Then, for the distant sound, keep the same pitch of yolce and
prolong each sound a little mo1·e. If you turn the head to the right or
left whlle making the distant sound, lt "'ill se~m more Ilk<' the echo.
i\!ake the farmcr·s YOice deeper and fuller than the boy's voice.
Then, the milk-maid should have a beautiful voice. All milk-maids'
voices are beautiful,-in poetry!

1.

Over the hill the farm-boy goes,
His shadow lengthens along the land,
A giant staff in a giant hand;
In the poplar-tree, above the spring,
The Katy-did begins to sing;
The early de"·s are fal ling;Into the stone-heap darts the mink;
The swallows skim the river's brink;
And home to the woodland fl;v the crows,
When over the bill the farm-boy goes,
Cheerily calling,
"Co', boss! co', boss! co' ! co'! co'!"
Farther, fal'ther, over the hill,
Faintly calling, calling still,
"Co', boss! co', boss! co' ! co'!"

2.

Into the yard the farmer goes,
.
With grateful heart, at the close of day:
H arness and chain are hung awa~-;
In the wagon-shed stand yoke and plow;
The straw's in .the stack, the hay in the mow;
The cooling dews are falling :
The friendly sheep his welcome bleat,
The pigs come grunting to his feet,
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The whinnying horse bis master knows,
When into the yard the farmer goes,
His cattle calling" Co ', boss ! co', boss ! co' ! co ' ! co' ! "
While still the cow-boy far away,
Goes seeking those that have gone astray" Co', boss l co', boss ! co' ! co' ! "

3. Now to her task the milkmaid goes.
The cattle come cr owding through the gate,
Lowing, pushing, little and great;
About the trough, by the farm-yard pump,
The frolicsome yearlings frisk and jump,
While the pleasant dews are falling;The new milch heifer is quick and shy,
But the old cow waits with tranquil eye,
And the white stream into the bright pail flows,
When to her task the milkmaid goes,
Soothingly calling,
"So, boss ! so, boss ! so ! so ! so ! "
The cheerful milkmaid takes her stool,
And sits and niilks in the twilight cool,
Saying, '' So ! so, boss ! so ! so !''
4.

To supper at last the farmer goes.
'fhe apples are pared, the paper read,
The stories are told, then all to bed.
Without, the crickets' ceaseless song
Makes shrill the silence all night long;
The heavy dews are falling;The housewife's hand has turned the lock ;
Drowsily ticks the kitchen clock;
The household sinks in deep repose,
But still in sleep the farm-boy goes,
Singing, calling,
"Co', boss! co', boss! co'! co'! co'!"
And oft the milkmaid, in her dreams,
Drums in the pail with the flashing streams,
Murmuring, "So, boss! so!"
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WHAT THE WOOD FIRE SAID TO THE
LI'l'TLE BOY
Once there waa a :nan named Shakespeare. And he loved people,
big and little people, too, and he loved birds and beasts and ftowera
and trcell, and he learned many of their secrets. And he said there
were 0 tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, sermons in
stones, and good in everything." Think of it I Many people are missing a lot l Let us """ if we can bear the old tree tell bis story. He
tells it to a boy, but that's Just because he couldn't find a girl I
know it was. I wonder how the wood tnllcs in the fll'e. I think the
voice will be snappy and clenr,-<Ion't you?

What said the wood in the fire
To the little boy that night,
The little boy of the golden hair,
As he rocked himself in his little armchair,
When the blaze was burning bright Y
The wood said : '' See
What they've done to me!
I stood in the forest, a beautiful tree!
And waved my branches from east to west,
And many a sweet bird built its nest
In my leaves of green
That loved to lean
In springtime over the daisies' breast.
'' From the blossomy dells
Where the violet dwells
The cattle came with their clanking bells
And rested under my shadows sweet,
And the winds that went over the clover and wheat,
Told me all they knew
Of the flowers that grew
In the beautiful meadows that dreamed at my feet I
"And the wild wind's caresses
Oft rumpled my tresses,
But, sometimes, as soft as a mother's lip presses
On the brow of the child of her bosom, it laid
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- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •r
Its lip.::i on my leaves, and I was not afraid;
And I listened and heard
· The small heart of each bi.rd,
As it beat in the nests that their mothers had made.
"And in springtime sweet faces
Of myriad graces
. Came beaming and g learning from flowery places,
And under my grateful and joy-giving shade,
With cheeks like primroses, the little ones played,
And the sunshine in showers
'l'hrough all -the bright hours
Bound their flowery ringlets with silvery braid.
"And the lightning
Came brightening
From storm skies and frightening
The wandering birds that were tossed by the breeze
And tilted like ships on black, billowy seas;
But they flew to my breast,
And I rocked them to rest,
While the trembling vines clustered and clung to my
knees.
"But how soon," said the wood,
''Fades the memory of good!
For the forester came with his axe gleaming bright,
And I fell like a giant all shorn of his might,
Yet still there must be
Some sweet mission for me:
'.For have I not warmed you and cheered you tonight?''
So said the wood in the :fire
To the little boy that night.
The little boy pf the golden hair,
.&3 he rocked himself in his little armchair, .
When the blaze was burning bright.
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LAUNCHING OF THE SHIP
This is one of Longfellow's most bcautlful poems. When be speaks
ot the s hip be would have us think of our country. A poet often says
two things at the same time. The descriptive parts of t he poem are
very fine. We must prolong and swell the open vowels of all the emphatic words. When you speak of the ocean, let t he tones be deep
and full. Deep emotions and great conceptions should be uttered with
low tones. The last a ppeal to the "Union" forms a great climax and
each succeeding phrase should be in a higher pitch than the former
one. We must not forget that beautiful ideas, emotions and t houghts
require beautiful tones of voice a nd graceful gestures. Worcls are the
embodiment of thought and voice is t he vesture or garment to make
tllem beautiful. ,Ye must not mar the music of the poem with harsh
or unpleasant tones.

"Build me straight, 0 worthy master,
Staunch and strong, a goodly vessel,
'l' hat shall laugh at all disaster
And with wave and whirlwind wrestle."
'l'he merchant's word, delighted, the master
heard;
For his heart was in his work and the heart
Giveth grace unto eyery Art.
And, with a voice that was full of glee,
He answered: "Ere long we shall launch
A vessel as goodl:v and strong and staunch
As ever weathered a wintry sea!"
All is finished! and at length
Has come the bridal day
Of beauty and of strength.
To-day the vessel shall be launched!
With fleecy clouds the sky is blanched,
And o'er the bay,
Slowly, in all his splendors dight,
The great sun rises to behold the sight.
The ocean old,
Centuries old,
Strong as youth, and as uncontrolled,
Paces restless to and fro,
Up and down the sands of gold.
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His beating heart is not at rest;
And far and wide,
With ceaseless flow,
H is beard of snow
Heaves with the heaYing of his breast.
H e waits impatient for his bride.
There she stands,
With her foot upon the sands,
Decked with flags and streamers gay,
I n honor of her marriage day,
H er snow-white signals, fluttering, blending,
Round her like a veil descending,
Ready to be
The bride of the gray, old sea.
Then the Master,
With a gesture of command,
Waved his hand;
And, at the word,
Loud and sudden there was heard,
All around them and below,
The sound of hammers, blow on blow,
Knocking away the shores and spurs.
And see! she stirs!
She starts,-she moves,-she seems to feel
The thrill of life along her keel,
And, spurning with her foot the ground,
With one exulting, joyous bound,
She leaps into the ocean's arms!
And lo l from the assembled crowd
There rose a shout, prolonged and loud,
That to the ocean seemed to say,
"Take her, 0 bridegroom, old and gray;
Take her to thy protecting arms,
With all her youth and all her charms."
H ow beautiful she is! how fair
She lies within those arms, that press
H er form with many a soft caress
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Of tendern.ess and watchful care!
Sail forth into the sea, 0 ship!
Through wind and wave, right onward steer !
The moistened eye, the trembling lip,
Are not the signs of doubt or fear.
Thou, too, sail on, 0 Ship of State !
Sail on, 0 Union, strong and great!
Humanity, with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future years,
Is hang~ng breathless on thy fate!
We knuw what Master laid thy keel,
What workmen wrought thy ribs of steel,
Who made each mast, and sail, and rope,
What anvils rang, what hammers b~at,
In what a forge and what a heat,
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope!
Fear not each sudden sound and shock;
'Tis of the wave and not the rock;
'Tis but the flapping of the sail,
And not a rent made by the gale !
In spite of rock and tempest's roar,
, In spite of false lights on the shore,
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea.
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee,
Our hearts, our hopes. our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fe~rs,
Are all with thee,-are all with thee!
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A'!' THE CROSS ROADE
By F. C.

WELLMAN,

W,h en we begin a narrative or story, we roust go siowly and roake
many pauses. The audience must understand tbe place, the peop1e
and the inclden ts. Then, we roust see all the things of which we
speak, and It will help if we point them all out and make pictures for
the listeners. After we see it we must make other people see it, just
as lf we saw it when It occurred and then told the story.
The more sympathy we feel, the wore slowly we speak. We must
give quotations, at least, twice the time of other phrases.
In emotional selections the pauses are more el?ective than words, for
they move the speaker and help him to be more earnest.

An old man-sat- at the cross roads-

On a stone-by fhe village street.
He was weary-and worn-and travel-stainedAnd faint-from the dust-and heat,
And-his gray head-drooped-as he sat thereWith hunger and travel-spent,
While-the noon-day throng-went-hurrying byOn their homeward journey-bent.
And-I passed by-with the others,In that heedless current-caught,
'
That-nor rocks-nor cares-for the stranger poor,
Nor the homeless wanderer's lot.
But the picture left its image;
I could not drive it away,
And I thought of One who would surely have paused
Had He been in the crowd that day.
How Ilis eyes sought out the outcast,
Who was barred from his fellow's door,
How He gave His hand to the woman shamed,
And bade her sin no more.
I saw Him kneel by the leper,
As he shuddered and cried, "Unclean!"
And health and joy and manhood came
At t he tou<'.h of the Nazarene.
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They are sitting there 8t the cross roads,
Weary and faint-alone,
There are many bowed with a sinner's shame,
Or a shame that is not their own.
It may be a friendless orphan,
Or a slave in the thrall of drinkYour path may lead to a happy home,
And his to the river's brink.
•
The wretched, the weak.. the burdened,
The pilgrim with way-worn feetThey are sitting there as the old man sat
At the place where the cross roads meet.
Oh, linger a bit at the wayside,
And let your heart be heard,
As it bids you pause by your brother-man
And give him a cheering word.
For the life that loves is lovely
And the soul that gives expands,
And the heart that warms to a brother's need
I s 1ike to the Son of Man's.
And the meed will be right royal,
When he says to you and me,
" Inasmuch as ye did for the least of these,
Ye have done it unto me."
WHAT HAVE WE DONE TODAY?
There are big words In the dictionary. They are "IIerp" and
"Now." The time to smile, to speak Is now; the place is here. So
many people plan to clo great things to-morrow, but the things are
never done. Lazv people are alwa:rs dreaming of "to-morrow," and
when it comes they fail to wake up. Let us see how many smiles,
kind words, helpful deeds we can crowd Into To-day.

We shall do so much iu the years to come,
But what have we done today?
We shall give our gold in a princely sum,
But what did we give today?
We shall lift the heart and dry the tear,
We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,
·we shall speak the wo1·ds of love and cheer!
But what did we speak today?
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We shall be so kind in the afterwhile,
But what have we been today?
We shall bring each lonely life a smile,
But what have we brought today?
We shall give to truth a grander birth,
And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,
We shall feed the hungering souls of earth;
But wh'om have we fed today?
We shall reap such joys in the by and by,
But what have we sown today?
We shall build us mansions in the sky,
But what have we built today?
'Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask,
But here and now do we our task ;
Yes, this is the thing our souls must ask :
What have we done today?
-Nixon Wa,terman.

GRANDPA'S SPECTACLES
I like old people ! They know so many beautiful stories and they
love to tell them, too. Lives are like · books and we can all learn much
from them. If we can ,ret old people to tell us the thlngs they have
seen and heard and lived, it will be Uke listening to stories read from
the pages of wonderful books. Be gentle with the old, for they are
pilgrims nearin,r the end of a lon.v: journey.

0 Mama! what will grandpa do,
He's gone away to I:Ieaven
Without the silver spectacles
That Uncle John had given?
How can he read his papers there,
Or find his hickory staff?
He'll put his coat on wrong-side out,
And make the people laugh.
And when he takes his Bible down,
And wipes its dusty lid,
He'll never find his spectacles
Within its cover hid;
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And there won't be any wee girl there,
He likes as well as me,
To run and hunt them up for him
And put them on his knee.
Oh, dear! he'll never find the place
About the "wicked flea,"
And how "the bears eat children up"(That used to frighten me,)
So, Mama, if you' ll dress me up,
J ust like an angel bright,
I'll put our ladder 'gainst the sky
And take them up tonight.
HOME, SWEET HOME
This poem was written by a man who bad no home. Hungry and
cold, be walked the s treets of London, and then in a bumble garret,
be wrote these wonderful Jines. Jt Is a world-poem, for It expresses
the longings of all hearts. It is a n ageless poem, for It wlll be re·
peated as long as human lips utter language.

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home ;
A charm from the skies seems t o hallow us there,
Which, seek through t he world, is ne'er met with elsewhere.
·

I gaze on the moon, as I trace the drear wild,
And feel that my parent now thinks of her child;
She looks on that moon from our own cottage door,
Through woodbines whose fragrance shall cheer me no
more.
An exile from home, splendor dazzles in vain;
Oh! give me mv lowly-thatrbed cottage again;
The birds singing gaily that came at my call;
Give these, with sweet peace of mind, dearer than a ll.
If I return home overburdened with care,
The heart's dearest solace I'm sure to meet there;
The bliss I experienced whenever I come,
Makes no other place seem like that of sweet home.
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Farewell, peaceful cottage! farewell, happy home!
Forever I'm doomed a poor exile to roam ;
This poor aching heart must be laid in the tomb,
Ere it cease t o regret the endearments of home.

---John H oux1,rd P01JM.

HOW DID YOU DIE?
Here Is n poem brimful of life nnd action. When you find work
difficult nnd results ur<' s low in coming, keep busy. You w!II be w~II
repaid by your own efforts. W but looks like failure Is often tbo
greatest victory.

Did you tackle the trouble that came your way,
With a resolute heart and cheerful'!
Or hide your face from the light of day,
With a craven soul and fearful?
Oh, a trouble's a. ton, or a trouble's an ounce,
Or a tl'Ouble is what you make it;
And it isn't the fact that you're hurt that counts,
But, only, how did you take it?
You are beaten to earth? Well, well, what's that?
Come up with a smiling face.
It's nothing against you to fall down fiat,
But to lie there-that's the disgrace.
The barde1· you're thrown, why, the higher you bounce;
Be proud of your blackened eye!
It isn't the fact t hat you're licked that counts ;
It's how did you fight-and why?
And though you be done to the death, what then?
If you battled the best :rou could,
If you played your part in the world of men,
Why, the Critic will calJ 'it good.
Death comes with a crawl, or comes with a pounce,
And whether he's slow or spry,
It isn't tbe fact that you're dead that counts,
But only how did you die?

-Edrnuna Vance Ooom.
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RECITATIONS FOR
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES
THE T\VO VILLAGES
By ROSE TERRY.
•..-nls is a beautltu, poem and the voice must be beautiful to match
the wo~ds. The voice in the second and third stan1.as must be very
,:iear and the pa uses long. '£he words must be very distinct, like
,olces sound on a still night, or in a n empty room. A good reader
cnn suggest day or n ight, sunshine or shadow, life or death, with his
voice.

Over the river-on the hill,Lieth a village-white-and still;
All around it-the fo rest treesShiver-and whisper-in the breeze;
Over it-sailing shadows go:
Of soaring hawk and screaming crow,
And mountain grasses, low and sweet,
Grow in the middle of every street .
Over the r iver under the hill,
Another village lieth still;
There I sec in the cloudy night
Twinkling stars of household light,
Fires that gleam from the smithy's door,
Mists that curl on the river shore ;
And in the road no grasses grow,
For the wheels that hasten to and fro.
In that village on the hill
Never is sound of smithy or mill;
The houses are thatched with grass and flowers ;
Never a clock to toll the hours;
The marble doors are always shut;
You cannot enter in hall or hut.
All the villager:1 lie asleep;
Never again to sow or r eap,
Never in dreams to moan or sigh,
Silent, and idle, and low they lia
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In that village under the hill,
When the night is starry and still,
Many a weary soul in prayer
Looks to the other village t here,
And, weeping and sighing, longs to go
Up to that home, from this below;
Longs to sleep in the forest wild,
Whither have vanished wife and child,
And heareth, praying, this answer fall"Patience ! that village shall hold ye all."
AMERICA

This Is a wonderful poem. Each stanza has a double climax. In
the first stanza the words "cotrntry," "liberty," "thee," torm a series,
and "thee" Is the climax and must be given ln highest pitch. Then,
the remainder ot the stanza forms a k<'cood scrlt's. Not mony poems
are so well adnptcd tor recitation. The pauses mnst be accurate, the
voice clear and the pitches decided. Lc.-t us gl'l'e It with energy and
enthusiasm. Begin Just stanza with lower tones and make longer
pauses.

My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing;
Land-where my fathers died,
Land-0f the pilgrims' pride;
From every momitain side,
Let freedom ring.
My nath-e country-thee,
Land of the noble free,Thy na11ne I Jove;
I lo,·e th;v rocks-and rills,
Thy woods-and templed hdlls;
My heart with mptttre thrills
Like that above.
Let ·musi~well the breeze,
And ring-from all the trees
Sweet freedom's song;
Let rnortal tongues awake,
Let all that breath e partake,
Let rocks their silence breakThe sound prolong.
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Our fathers' God! to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing;
Long-may our land be brightWith freedo1n's holy light;
P1·otect us-by Thy might,
Great God,-our King!
-S. F. Smith, LL. D.
MY LOVE AND I
BYRON

w.

KING.

I know, if every restless tide
That circles life with fall and flow,
If all the storms of winter wide,
That from the deep, dark heavens blow
Between us two should sweep;Still, through the tide and o'er the storm
Each should behold a ch·erished form,
And spirit call to spirit warm,
And soul with soul should weep.
I know, if all that life can hold
Of treasured wealth that men esteem,
If rank and fame and gild o( gold,
All vanish, like a splendid dream,
And thou remain alone;These one and all could I resign,
Could I but clasp thy heart to mine,
And, strong in that sweet love of thine,
Could mock all fate had done.
And if the shadow dim and cold,
That waits upon the shores of Night,
Should come forth silently and bold,
And beckon from my longing sight
The friends of former years;Though low in ashes by the dead,
I bowed with dust on heart and head,
Still, still life's path we two could tread,
Mingling our prayers and tears.
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And when it comes- for come it willThat one of us shall lie so low,
And by a form all cold and still
The other kneel in speechless woe,
All mute in lone despair;Still there, above the voiceless t omb,
I feel the soul bewept would come,
And kiss the quiver·ing lips so dumb,
And Love be conqueror there.
TH E KING OF DE:X'.\fARK'S RJDE
ROBERT BnoWN'IXG.

This is n stirring po~m. Gi,e t he parts in quotation with whisper.
Keep tonPs well u p and makP pnuR~s abrupt. '\'\'e m ust not spPn k too
rapidly, but "·ltt1 tile quick. sharp pauses. we cn n su,rgPst rapid action.
The last sta nza must be very slow and the King"s speech must be
sl owest ot all and , ery tender.

Word-was brought-to the Danish king "Hurry!"
That the love of his h eart-lay sufferingAnd p ined- for the comfort his voice would bring;
"0 ! ride-as though :rou were flying!"
Better-he loves each golden curlOn the brow of that ScandinaYian girlThan his rich crown jewels- of ruby and peari;
And- the Rose of h·is I sles is dying.
Thirty n obles-saddled- with speed.
"Hurry !"
Each one- mounting a gallant steed,
Which he kept for battle-and days of need.
"0 ! ride as though you were flying!''
Spu rs were struck- in the foam ing flanki:i.Worn-out chargers-staggered-and sank;
Bridles were slackened and girths were burst,
But-ride as they wou ld,-the king rode first, F or the Rose of bis I sles lay dying.--
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His nobles are beaten, one by one.
"Hurry!"
They have fainted and faltered and homeward gone;
And his little fair page now follows alone,
For strength and for courage trying.
The king looked back at that faithful childWan was the face that answering smiledThey passed the drawbridge with clattering din;
Then he dropped and only the king rode in
Where his Rose of the Isles lay dy ing!
The king blew a blast on his bugle horn.
(Silence!)
No answer came; but faint and forlorn
An echo returned ·on the cold, grey morn,
Like the breath of a spirit sighing.
The castle portal stood grimly wideNone welcomed the king from his weary rideFor dead in the light of the dawning day
The pale, sweet face of the welcomer lay,
Who had yearned for his voice while dying !
The panting steed with a drooping crest
Stood weary.
The king returned from her chamber of rest,
The thick sobs choking his manly breast,
And that dumb companion eyeing,
The tears gushed forth which he strove to check;
He bowed his head on his charger's neck:
"0, steed- that every nerve dirlst strain,
Dear steed, our ride has been in vain,
To the halls where my love lay dying!"
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MARCO BOZZARIS
l. At midnight,-in his guarded tent,-

The 'l'urk- was dreaming- of the hourWhen- Greece,- her knee-in suppliance-bent,
Should tremble-at his power.
In dreams, through camp and court-'he bore
The trophies of a conqueror ;In dreams,-his song of triumph-heard ;
Then- wore his monarch's signet-ring : Then- pressed that monarch's throne-a king:
As wild- his ttoughts, and gay- of wing,As Eden's garden-bird.

This stanza must show caution.
pause.s.

Low tones, long

2. At midnight, in the forest shades,
Bozzaris ranged his Suliote band,
True as the steel vf their tried blades,
Heroes in heart and hand.
There had the Persian's thousands stood,
Thert bad the glad. earth drunk their blood,
On old Platrea's day:
And now there breathed that haunted air,
The sons of sires who conquered there,
With arms to strike, and soul to dare,
As quick, as far as they.
Actio'l'lr---quick pauses, abrupt tones, very strong at
close of stanza.
3. An hour- passed on-the Turk-awoke;
That bright dream- was his last:
He wokfr-i:o hear--his sentries-shriek,
"To arms! they come! the Greek! the Greek !"
He woke-to die-mid flame-and smoke,And shout,-and groan,-and saber-stroke,
And death-shots-falling-thick-and fastAs lightnings.:._frorn the mountain-cloud;
And heard, with voice-as trumpet loud,:-

,
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Bozzaris cheer his band :
"Strike !- till the last armed foe-expires;Strike !-for your altars-and your fires;Strike !-for the green graves of your sires;........:.
God-and your native land!"
4. They fought-like brave men, long and well;
They piled the ground with Moslem slain;
They conquered- but Bozzaris fell,
Bleeding at every vein.
His few surviving comrades saw
His smile, when rang their proud-"hurrah,"
And the red field was won;
Then saw in death his eyelids close,
Calmly, as to a night's repose,
Like flowers at set of sun.
Slow, deep tones; beginning on higher pitches and
descend.
5. Come-to the bridal chamber,-Death !
Come-to the mother,- when she feels,
Ji'or the first time,-her first-born's breath;Come-when the blessed sealsThat close the pestilence-are broke,And crowded cities-wail its stroke;
Come-in consumption's ghastly form,The earthquake shock,-the ocean storm;Make ascending climax until you reach "dance and
wine," then descend on each emphatic word.
Come-when the heart beats high-and warm,With banquet-song, and dance, and wine,
And thou art terrible: the tear,
The groan, the knell, the pall, the bier,
And all we know, or dream, or fear
Of agony, are thine.
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G. But-to the hero,-when his sword-

Has won the battle-for the free,'l'hy voice-sounds-like a prophet's word,
And-in its hollow tones-are heard
The thanks of millions-yet to be.
Bozzaris ! with the storied brave
Greece nurtured in her glory's time,
Rest thee-there is no prouder grave,
Even- in her own proud clime.
We tel1 thy doom-without a sigh;
For thou art Freedom's-now,-and Fame'sOne----of the few, the immortal names
That were not born to die.
-F-itz-Greene ffa,l"leck.
COLUMBUS

Behind him_lay the gray Azores,
Behind the gates of Hercules;
Before him not the ghost of shores,
Before him only shoreless seas.
The good mate said : "Now must we pray,
For lo! the very stars are gone.
Brave Admiral, speak; what shall I say?"
",Vhy say 'sail on ! sail on ! and on!' •~
"My men grow mutinous day by day;
My men grow ghastly wan and weak.'>
The stout mate thought of home; a spray
Of salt wave dashed his swarthy cheek.
"What shall I say, brave Admiral, say,
If we sight naught but the seas at dawn?"
"Why, you shall say at break of day,
'Sail on ! sail on! sail on! and on!' "
They sailed and sailed, as winds might blow,
Until at last the blancl1ed mate said:
''vVhy, now not even God would know
Should I and all my men fall dead.
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These ,·ery winds forget their way,
F or God from these dread seas is gone.
Now speak, brave Admiral; speak and say-"
He said ; "Sail on! sail on! and on!"
They sailed. They sailed. Then spoke the mate
"This mad sea shows its teeth tonight.
He curls his lip, he lies in wait,
With lifted teeth. as if to bite!
Ilrave Admiral, say but one good word;
What sbi;.Jl we do when hope is gone?"
The words leapt as a leaping sword :
"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!"
Then pale and worn, be kept bis deck,
And peered throu~h darkness. Ah, that night,
Of a ll dark nights! And then a speckA light! A light! A light! A light!
It grew, a starlit flag unfurled!
It grew to be Time's burst of dawn;
Ee gained a woeld; he gave that world
.its grandest lesson : "On! and on!"

-Joaquin M-iller.

. \.DDRBSS AT GE1'TYSBURG
Four·sco1·e and seven yeaes ago our fathers brought
forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in lib•
erty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are
created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war,
testing whether that uation, or an,y nation so conceived
and so dedicated, can long endure. 1Ye are met ou a
great battlefield of that war. 1Ye have come to dedi•
cate a portion of that field as a final resting place for
those who here gave their lives that that nation might
live. It is altogether fitting and p1·oper that we should
do this. But in a larger sense we cannot dedicate, we
cannot consecrate, we cannot hallow this ground. The
brave men, living and dead, who struggled here have
consecrated it far above .:iur power to add to or detract.
The world will little note nor long remernber what we
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say here, but it can never forget what they did here. It
is for us, the living, rather to be dedicated here to the
unfinished work which they who fought here have thus
far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here
dedicated to the great task remaining before us, that
from these honored dead we take increased devotion to
that r.ause for which they gave the last full measure of
devotion; that we here highly resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under God,
shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government
of the people, by the people and for the people shall not
perish from the earth.- Adclress of Presidmit Lvncoln at
G:::t;t;y~burg, Nov. 19, 1863.

LOS'I.'
BYRON " ' . K ING

You have lost your way, my darling!
Been chasing the butterflies!
And the pansies blue and the daisies you
Have follo,ved with eager eyes;
And the way you took led down by t he brook
That is flowing afar to the sea·,
And you wandered on 'till the day is gone,
And you are tired as tired can be!
You are crying, now, my darling!
And you think that home is best!
For the butterflies that dazzled your eyes
Have flown away to rest;
And the birds that sung when the day was young
Are tucked away in their nest!
Your clothes are torn by briar and thorn
And you got your face scratched, too!
You have stubbed your toe, Oh! yes, I know;
I once was a lad like yo11 !
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I'll lead you home, my darling;
Come, put your hand in mine!
Why, it isn't far, from w~ere you are
You can see the lamp-light shine !
But, you had your back to the homeward track;
You must turn around like this :
See! here is the door you were looking for,
And your mother waits with a kiss!
You have lost your way, 0 brother l
Been chasing the butterflies !
The shadowy gleams and the fanciful dreams
Of Pleasure have dazzled your eyes !
You have echoed the laugh of lips that quaff
Life's wine in the golden day,
And you heeded not but forgot, forgot,
And you wandered away, away !
I will lead you home, my brother,
Away from the din and strife ;
This way runs straight to the golden gate,
'l'he beau,tiful Gate of Life;The art of living is giving and giving,
With heart and soul and mind,
Forgetful of self, of pleasure and pelf,
Just labor to serve mankind.

11
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THE ~ A MINE

W.hen -we t ell sad t hings, the voice glides d o wnward i n pitch. Ir
we r e r,eat the l ine, " O the lo ng and dreary winter," the wo rds "lo ng"
and "drea ry" ro ust be p r olonged a n d give n d ownwar d slides. Then,
"drear y" must have l ower pitch than " l ong. " So, In the Jlne, "Eve r
dee pe r , deeper , d eepe r," give each succeeding word in lower pi tc h.
W hen ,~ wl sh t o e xcite o r a n imat e t h e a ud ience, we g o upward lo
pitch.
Moa ning and c rying are given w ith downward slides. Se ntime nts
of Joy, happiness and laughter are given with ascending tones, but
sorrow, g r ief, pain , a ll go dow nward.
W e m ust o bserve t h a t t he words may start on a hig h pitc h but
g lide to lower. I n t~is line, " Give y ou r child re n food, O F ather!" the
word " food" is high pltcb, but will, w hen prol onged , g lide downward
from t hree to five notes.
We must h n'l'e specia l voices f or t he ghosts In t his selection ; al so,
tor old Nokomis and t or Hia watha .

0 - the long- and dreary-Winter!
0 -the cold- and cruel- Winter!
Ever- thicker,- thicker,- thickerFroze the ice--on lake-and river, E ver- deeper,- deeper, -deeperF ell the snow-o'er all the landscape,F ell-the covering snow,-and driftedThrough the forest, -round t he village. Hardly-from his buried wigwamCould the hunter- force a passage;
With his mittens and hjs snow-shoes
Vainly walked he through the forest,
Sought for bird or beast and found none,
Saw no track of deer or rabbit,
In the snow beheld no footprints,
I n the ghastly, gleaming forest
F ell, and could not rise from weakness,
P erished there from cold and hunger.
0 the famine and the fever !
0 the wasting of the famine !
0 the blasting of the fever !
0 the wailing of the children !
0 the anguish of the women !
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All the earth was sick and famished;
Hungry was the air around them,
Hungry was the sky above them,
And the hungry stars in heaven
Like the eyes of wolves glared at them!
Into Hiawatha's wigwam
Came two other guests, as silent
As the ghosts were, and as gloomy,
Waited not to be invited,
Did not parle_y at the doorway,
Sat there without word of welcome
In the seat of Laughing Water;
Looked with haggard eyes and hollow
At the face of Laughing ,Tater,
And the foremost said: "Behold me!
I am Famine, Bukadawin !"'
And the other said : "Behold me!
I am Fer-er, ..:\hkosewin !"
And the lovely Minnehaha
Shuddered as they looked upon her,
Shuddered at the words they uttered,
Lay down on her bed in silence,
Hid her face, but made no answer;
Lay there trembling, freezing, burning
At the looks they cast upon her,
At the fearful words they uttered.
Forth into the empty forest
Rushed the maddened Hiawatha;
In his heart was deadly sorrow,
In his face a stony firmness;
On his brow the sweat of anguish
Started, but it froze and fell not.
Wrapped in furs and armed for hmlting,
With his mighty bow of ash-tree,
With his quiver full of arrows,
With his mittens, :Minjekabwun,
Into the vast and vacant forest
On his snow-shoes strode he forward :
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'' Gitche Manito, the Mighty!''
Cried he with his face uplifted
In that bitter hour of anguish,
" Give your· children food, 0 Father!
Give us food, or we must perish!
Give me food for Minn ehaha,
F or my dying Minnehaha ! ''
T hrough the far-resounding forest,
T hroug-h the forest vast and vacant
Rang that cry of desolation,
But there came no other answer
Than the ·echo of his crying,
Than the echo of the woodlands,
' 'MINNEHAHA! MINNEHAHA!''

This m ust be made like an echo. Make it on same pitch as when
given by H iawa tha and very softly,- prolong the closing vowels.

In the wigwam with Nokomis,
With those gloomy guests, that watched her,
With the Famine and the Fever,
She was lying, the Beloved,
She, the dying Minnehaha.
" H ark !" she said ; " I hear a rushing,
H ear a roaring and a rushing,
H ear the F alls of Minnehaha
Calling to me from a distance !''
" No, my child!" said old Nokomis,
" 'Tis the night-wind in the pine-trees!"
'' Look !'' she said ; '' I see my father
Standing lonely at his doorway,
Beckoning to me from his wigwam
I n the land of the Dacotahs ! ''
" No, my child!" said old Nokomis,
" 'Tis the smoke, that waves and beckons! "
" Ah !" said she, " the eyes of P auguk
Glare upon me in the darkness,
I can feel his icy fingers
Clasping mine amid the darkness !
H iawatha ! H iawatha!' '
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And the desolate Hiawatha,
Far away amid the forest,
Miles away among the mountains,
H eard that sudden cry of anguish,
H eard the voice of Minnehaha
Calling to him in the darkness,
"Hiawatha! H iawatha!"
Over snow-fields waste and pathless,
Under snow-encumbered branches,
Homeward hurried Hiawatha,
Empty-handed, heavy-hearted,
H eard Nokomis moaning, wailing:
'' W ahonowin ! W ahonowin !
Would that I had perished for you,
Would that I were dead as you are!
W ahonowin ! W ahonowin !''
And he rushed into the wigwam,
Saw the old Nokomis slowly
Rocking to and fro and moaning,
Saw his lovely Minnehaha
Lying dead and cold before him,
And his bursting heart within him
Uttered such a cry of anguish,
That the forest moaned and shuddered,
That the very stars in heaven
Shook and trembled with his anguish.
Then he sat down, still and speechless,
On the bed of Minnehaha,
At the feet of Laughing Water,
At those willing feet, that never
More would lightly run to meet him,
Never more would lightly follow.
With both hands his face he covered,
Seven long days and nights he sat there,
As if in a swoon he sat there,
Speechless, motionless, unconscious
Of the daylight or the darkness.
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Then they buried Minnehaha;
In the snow a grave they made her,
In the forest deep and darksome,
Underneath the moaning hemlocks;
Clothed her in her richest garments,
Wrapped her in her robes of ermine,
Covered her with snow, like ermine,
Thus they buried Minnehaha.
And at night a fire was lighted,
On her grave four times "Was kindled,
For her soul upon its journey
To the Islands of the Blessed.
From his doorway Hiawatha
Saw it burning in the forest,
Lighting up the gloomy hemlocks.
"Farewell !" said he, "Minnehaha!
Farewell, 0 my Laughing Water!
All my heart is buried with you,
All my thoughts go onward with you!
Come not back again to labor,
Come not back again to suffer,
v\There the Fa mine and the Fever
Wear the heart and waste the body.
Soon my task will be completed,
Soon your footsteps I shall follow
To the Islands of the Blessed,
'l'o the Kingdom of Ponemah,
To the Land of the Hereafter !"

-H. W. Longfellow.
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SHU'l'-EYE TOWN
There's a little city of beautiful dreams where we go when the sand•
man comes. It is not far away, this city, but to go to it, you must
shut your eyes and fold your hands and keep ver y still. When the
day's work is all done and the big outside world grows silent and the
wind sings a lullaby, then oil' we go to Shut -Eye Town. It is best to
go with a mother 's kiss and a sweet "good-night."

"When the bees came in from their work to rest,
And the shadows crept o'er the darkening west;
When the swallows slept 'neath the sloping eves,
And the night -dew moistene?, the drooping leaves;
When the stars came out and th() sun went down,
Then our baby startec. for Shut-Eye Town.
v\'hen t he bees went back to their honeyed feast,
And the shadows fled from the brightening east;
When the swallows chirped in the orchard trees,
And the leaves were swayed by the morning breeze;
When the sun came up and the stars went down,Our baby came back from Shut-Eye T'own.
But she smiled at the close of a sun-lit day,
And softly and sweetly she slipped away,
And that city old must be wondrously fair,
For our dal'ling child still lingers there,
And our eyes are dim and our hearts bowed down,
For baby still journeys in Shut-Eye 'l'own.
PICTURES OF "MEMORY
Each bead Is a works hop and bns m~ny busy workmen. Two bright
workers are always seeing tbings and taking pictures. One wonderful
workman is busy making images and sto"·!ng them away for fut ure
use. 'l'ben ;\lcmory brings them out and shows them to us again and
again. So, each one bas an Art Gallery and each da y we all bang
upon its walls pictures of life.

Among- the beautiful picturesThat hang-on Memory's wall,
I s one--of a dim old forest,
Tb.at seemeth best of all;
Not- for its gnarled oaks-olden,
Dark-with t he mistletoe:
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Not-for the Yiolets-goldenThat sprinkle the Yale--below;
Not-for the milk-white liliesThat l ean from the fragrant hedge,
Coquetting-all day-with the sunbeams,
And stealing their golden edge;
Not-for the vines--011 the upland,
Where the bright-red berries rest,
Nor the pinks, nor the pale sweet cowslip,
It seemeth-to me--the best.
I once--had a little brother,
With eyes-that were dark and deepI n the lap of that old, dim forest
H e lieth-in peace-asleep :
Light- as the down o.f the thistle,
Free-as the winds that blow,
We roved there-the beautiful summers,
The summers of long ago ;
But-his feet--On the hills- grew weary,
And, one of the autumn eves,
I made-for my little brotherA bed--0f the yellow leaves.
Sweetly-his pale arms folded
1\fy neek,-in a meek embrace,
As the light of immortal beautySilently-covered his face :
And- when the arrows of sunsetLodged-in the tree-tops bright,
Ile fell, in his saint-like beauty,
Asleep-by the gates of light.
'l'hr.refore, of all the pictures
'l'hat hang on Memory's wall,
This one of the dim old forest
· e('l"leth the best of all.
-A.lice Cary.
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THE MILLER OF THE DEE
Health Is the greatest w ealth. Contentment and ha ppiness are worth
tar more than gold and silver. To keep well and be bnsy, doing helpful tblngs , and every day doing our work better,-this 1s the joy of
living. 'l.'o laug h an1 sing while we work and turn our work to play,
-this ls the greatest freedom. Some people write poems, some read
them, but the best thing of all is to live a poem,- work and be happy.

There dwelt a Miller, bale and bold,
Beside the river Dee;
He worked and sang from morn till ntghtNo lark more blithe than he ;
And this the burden of his song
Forever used to be :
" I envy nobody, no, not I And nobody enV1es me."
"Thou'rt wrong, my friend,"•said good King Hal,
"As wrong as wrong can be ;
For could my hear~ be light as thine,
I'd gladly change with thee.
And tell me, now, what makes thee sing,
With voice so loud and free,
While I am sad, though I'm a king,
Beside the river Dee?"
The miller smiled and doffed his cap,
"I earn my bread," quoth he;
"I love my wife, I love my friend,
I love my childr~n three;
I owe no man I cannot pay,
I thank the river Dee,
That turns the mill that grinds the corn
That feeds my babes and me."
"Good friend," quoth Hal, and sighed the while,
"Farewell, and happy be;
But say no more, if thou'dst be true,
That no one envies thee;
Thy mealy cap is worth my crown,
They mill my kingdom's fee;
Such men as thou are England's boast,
O, Miller of the Dee!"
-Chas. Maokaty.
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RECITATIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL
HYMN '1' 0 THE VANQUISHED
A. 1\1. MOORE.
Songs ot victory, songs of triumph are most common. Real -victory
often comes from seeming d efeat. All reforms begin In the brain ot

one man or one wom'ln.

The reformer ls always ln the minority ot numbers, but In the g reat
majority of truth.
Phsase the poem carefully. All negative phrases nod Ideas must
have rising inflections. All sad, sympathetic ideus nrc uttered with
descending pitches and undertones. Do not allow voice to weaken be·
cause you use tones lower In pitch.

I sing not the song of the victors
Who wear the proud laurels of Fame,
I join not the jubilant chorus
Exalting to heaven their n ame!
But, I chant the low hymn of the conquered
Who fell in the battle of Life, The weary, the worsted, the vanquished,
Wbo sank overwhelmed in the strife.
A son g for the resolute remnant
Who acted their despetate parts,
Who fought and who failed, failed in a ll things,Except in the faith of their hearts.
,'J.'heir Youth bore no flower on its branches,
Their hopes burned to ashes away;
'J.'he glory they sought to enkindle
Faded out with the dying of day.
T heir work fell in ruins about them
And left them unpitied, unknown,
With Death swooping down on their failure
And all but their Fait h overthrown!
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Speak, History! ,Vho are thy heroes?
Unroll thy long annals and say.
Are they those who the world called victors,
Who won the applause of a day;
Who wore the imperial purple,
Who shouted the conqueror's cry;
Or, the valiant whom kings could not silence
And armies could not terrify?
Speak, History ! Who are Life's heroes?
Elijah? Or, Ahab, perchance?
John the Baptist in prison?
Or, Herod, o'ercome with the wine and the dance?
Is it F elix, the tremulous jailer?
Or, Paul, with the manacles, which?
Is it Nero, carousing and fiddling?
Or, yon martyr, now flaming with pitch?
0 History, speak, and deliver
The thousands by error enticed!
Not the laurel-crowned ! No, but the thorn-crowned;
Not Pilate, not Nero, but Christ.
JOHN MAYNARD

This Is a great poem. The world loves courage! Soldiers ot Lite,
Soldiers of War,- all are worthy of applause. It requires higher courage to guide a burning ship to shore than to march und er waving
banners and floating flags.
We must see Lake Erie and tile ship and the smiling, laughing people. Then as the danger comes on, we must watch the people, aud
particularly the Captain and John Maynard. The Captain's voice
must ring sharp and clear and John Maynard's answers must be
firm and show his courage. His tones wlll not be loud, but muffled,
as if stifling with smoke. We must show his physical exertions and
his suffering by our tones . We should make long pauses before and
after each cal) of the Captain and Maynard's answers.

'Twas on Lake Erie's broad expanse,
One bright midsummer day,
The gallant steamer Ocean Queen
Swept proudly on her way.
Bright faces clustered on the deck,
Or, leaning o'er the side,
Watched carelessly the feathery foam
That flecked the rippling tide.
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Ah, who beneath that cloudless sky,
That smiling bends serene,
Could dream that danger, awful, vast,
Impended o'er the scene-Could dream, that ere an hour had sped,
That frame of sturdy oak
Would sink beneath the lake's blue waves,
Blackened with fire and smoke?
A seaman sought the captain's side,
A moment whispered low:
The captain's swai·thy face grew pale;
He hurried down below.
Alas, too late; Though quick, and sharp,
And clear, his orders came,
No human efforts could avail
To quench th' insidious flame.
The bad news quickly reached the deck,
It sped from lip to lip,
And ghastly faces everywhere
Looked from the doomed ship.
" Is there no hopc--no chance of life?"
A hundred lips implore.
"But one," the captain made reply"To run the ship on shore."
A sailor whose heroic soul
That hour should yet reveal,
By name John Maynard, Eastern born,
Stood calmlv at the wheel.
''Head her soutl1-east !" the captain shouts
Above the smothered ron.r;
"Head her south-east without delay!
Make for the nearest shore !"
No terror pales the helsman's cheek,
Or clouds his dauntless eJ·e,
As in a sailor's measured tone
His voice responds, "Ay, ay !"
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Three hundred souls, the steamer's freight,
Crowd forward, wild with fear;
While at the stern the dreadful flames
Above the deck appear.
John Maynard watched the nearing flames,
But still, with steady hand,
He grasped the wheel, and steadfastly
He steered the ship to land.
"John Maynard, can you still hold out?"
He heard the captain cry;
A voice from out the stifling smoke
Faintly responds, "Ay, ay !"
"John Maynard," with an anxious voice,
The captain cries once more,
"Stand by the wheel five minutes yet,
And we will reach the shore."
Through flames anc!J smoke that dauntless heart
Responded firmly still,
Unawed, though face to face with death,
"With God's good help, I will!"
The flames approach with giant stride ;
They scorch his hands and brow ;
One arm disabled seeks his side; ·
Ah, he is conquered now !
But no; his teeth are firmly set;
He crushes down his pain ;
His knee upon the stanchion pressed,
H e guides the ship again.
One moment yet, one moment yet !
Brave heart thy task is o'er;
The pebbles grate beneath the keel,
The steamer touches shore.
Three hundred grateful voices rise
In praise to God, that He
Hath saved them from the fearful fire,
And from th' ingulfing sea.
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But wber(' is he, that helsman bold ?
The captain saw him reelH is nerveless hands released their task,
H e sank beside the wheel.
The wave received his lifeless corpse,
Blackened with smoke and fire.
God rest him! ·ever hero had
A nobler fun era l pyre.
OUR COUNTRY'S CALL
Tbls poem was written by William Cullen Bryant, the "good, grey
poet." It Is a call to battle and the voice must be strong and ringing
in Its delivery. Keep the bod~· Orm when you wish the voice to be
strong. Make the pauses sharp nod Jong. Rend It ns ft to the beating
of the battle-drum ,,·bro It ls calling the soldiers to "fall In" line.
When we gl..-e commands, the lollectloos must be lowered tor each
phrase.
Be sure a pause Is made for each simile. The last stanza should be
the strongest as It Is the final appeal. The poem would be a battle
call tor any peo1>lc lo any land, In any age. ,._ grc:tl poem Is not tor
one time, one people, or one country. It has In it a call to the u niversal heart of Humanity.

Lay down the ax; fling by the spade;
Leave in its t rack the toiling plow;
The rifle and the baronet-blade
For arms like yours were fitter now;
And let the hands that ply the pen
Quit the light task, a nd learn to wield
The horseman's crooked brand, and rein
The charger on the battle-field.
Om· country calls; :iwaJ! away!
To where the blood-stream blots tbe grecL.
Strike to defend t he gentlest ,nv&y
That Time in all his course bas se1::n.
See, from a thousand coverts-see,
Spring the armed foes that ha unt her track;
They rush to smite lier down, and we
Must beat the banded traitors back.
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And ye, who breast the mount~in-storm
By grassy steep 01' highland lake,
Come, for 1he land )'e love, lo form
A bulwar·k that no foe can break.
Stand, lik\! your own gray cliffs that mock
The whirlwind, stand in her defense;
The blast as soon shall move the rock
As rushing squadrons bear ye thence.
And ye, whose homes a re by hel' grand,
Swift rivers, rising far away,
Come from the depth of her green land,
As mighty in ~·oul' march as they;
As terrible as when the rains
Have swelled them over bank and bour ne,
With sudden floods to drown the plains
And sweep along the woods uptorn.
And ye, who thron!!', beside the deep,
Her ports and ham lets of the strand,
In number like the waves that leap
On his long-murmuring mar·ge of sandCome, like that deep, when o'el' his brim
Ile rises, all his floods to pour,
And flings the proudest barks that swi m,
A helpless wreck, against the shoi:e !
F ew, few were they whose swo1·ds of old
Woo the fair lano in which we dwell;
But we are many, we who hold
The grim resolve to guard it well.
Strike, for that brond and good!~ land,
niow after blow, till men shall see
That Might and R ii:rbt move hand in hand,
And glorious muc;t their triumph be!
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THE REVOLUTIONARY RISING

Thomas Buchanan Read was a sculptor, painter, and poet. He pub•
lished several volumes of poems, but is probably most widely known
aa the author of '"Sheridan's Ride/' .,Drifting." and other exQuisite
l)Oetna.

This poem calls for vigor of voice and action. Stanzas 2, 3 and 4
should have beautiful tones and modulations.
Then, great firmness
should be given when the text is spoken and it should increase until
Berkley speaks. We can imagine Berkley an old man but very determined and shocked by what he deems sacrilege. The pa.ator's reply
must be strong, defiant and his call must ring like a challenge. We must
make the bell tones long and swelling, each succeeding one stronger until
the la.at. The "I" of the lost line should be given several times, in different pitche11. This will make it seem as if many people ohouted it
in.tend of one.

Out of the North the wild news came,
Far flashing on its wings of flame,
Swift as the boreal light which flies
At midnight through the startled skies.
And there was tumult in the air,
The fife's shrill note, the drum's loud beat,
And through the wide land everywhere
The answering tread of hurrying feet,
While the first oath of Freedom's gun
Came on the blast from Lexington;
And Concord roused, no longer tame,
Forgot her old baptismal name,
Made bare her patriot arm of power,
And swelled the discord of the hour.
Within its shade of elm and oak
The church of Berkley Ma.nor stood;
There Sunday found the rural folk,
And some esteemed of gentle blood,
In vain their feet with loitering treadl
Passed mid the graves where rank is naught;
All could not read the lesson taught
In that republic of the dead.
How sweet the hour of Sabbath talk,
The vale with peace and sunshine full,
Where all the happy people walk,
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Decked in their homespun flax and wool;
Where youth's gay bats with blossoms bloom;
And every maid, with simple art,
Wears on her breast, like her own heart,
A bud whose depths are all perfume;
While every garment's gentle stir
Is breathing rose and lavender.
The pastor came: his snowy locks
Hallowed his brow of thought and care;
And calmly, as shepherds lead their flocks,
He led into the house of prayer.
Then soon he rose; the prayer was strong;
The Psalm was warrior David's song;
The text, a few short words of might"The Lord of hosts shall arm the right!"
He spoke of wrongs too long endured,
Of sacred rights to be secured;
Then from his patriot tongue of flame
The startling words for Freedom came.
The stirring sentences he spake
Compelled the heart to glow or quake,
A:.d grasping in his nervous hand
The imaginary battle-brand,
In face of death he dared to fling
Defiance to a tyrant king.
Even as he s~oke, his frame, renewed
In eloquence of attitude,
Rose, as it seemed, a shoulder higher;
Then swept his kindling glance of fire
From startled pew to breathless choir;
When suddenly his mantle wide
His hands impatient flung aside,
And, lo! he met their wondering eyes
Complete in all a warrior's guise.
A moment there was awful pause When Bei-kley cried, "Cease, traitor, cease!
'God's temple is the house of peace!"
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The other shouted, "Nay, not so,
When God is with our righteous cause ;
His holiest places then are ours,
His temples are our forts and towers
'l'hat frown upon the tyrant foe;
In this, the dawn of Freedom's day,
There is a time to fight and pray!"
And now, before the open doorThe warrior priest had ordered soThe enlisting trumpet's sudden roar
Rang through the chapel, o'er and o'er,
Its long reverberating blow,
So loud and clear, it seemed the ear
Of dusty death must wake and hear.
And there the startling drum and fife
Fired the living with fiercer life;
While overhead, with wild increase,
Forgetting its ancient toll of peace,
The great bell swung as ne'er before.
It seemed as it would never cease;
And every word its ardor flung
From off its jubilant iron tongue
Was, "War! ,VARI ,VAR!"
"Who dares ?"-this was tbe patriot's cry,
As striding from the desk he came"Oome out with me, in Freedom's name,
For her to Iive, for her to die?"
A hundred hands flung up reply,
A hundred voices answered, "I" !
SONG OF TIIE MYSTIC

Make each letter distinct, clear, each word musical. Draw the sound
to you-make it subjective.

I walk- down the Valley-of Silence-Down the dim- voiceless valley- alone!
And- I hear not-the fall-of a footsteJ}-
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Around me, save God's- and my own;
And- the hush of my heart-is as holyAs hovers-"Where angels hrn·e fio"Wn !
Long ago--was I weary-of roicesWhose music-my heart could not win;
Long ago- was I weary of noisesThat fretted my soul-with their din;
Long ago--was I weary of placesWhere I met-but the human- and sin.
I walked in the world-with the worldly;
I c1·a,·ed- what the world ne,·er gave;
And- I said: "In the wor!d-eaeh Tdeal,
That shines-like a star on life's wrJ\·e,I s wrecked- on the shores of tile Heal,And sleeps-like a dream-in a gi'aYe."
Mark phrases and emphasis. Make pauses very long.
Do you ask what I find in t he ,·alley?
'Tis my Trysting Place with the Divine.
And I fell at the feet of the Holy,
And above me a voice said : ''Re mine.."
.And there arose from the depths of my spirit
An echo--"My heart shall be thine."
Do you ask how I live in the Valley ?
I weep-and I dream-and I pray.
But my tears are as sweet as the dewdrops
That fall on the roses in May;
And my prayer like a perfume from Cencers,
Ascendeth to Goel night and day.
But fa r on the deep there are billows
That never shall break on the beach;
And I have heard songs in t he Silence,
That ne,·er shall float into speech;
And I have had dreams in the Valley,
Too lofty for language to reach.
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And I have seen Thoughts in the ValleyAh ! me, how my spirit was stirred!
And they wear holy veils on their faces,
Their footsteps can scarcely be heard;
They pass through the Valley like Virgins,
Too pure for the touch of a word !
Do you ask me the place of the Valley,
Ye hearts that are harrowed by Oare?
It lieth afar between mountains,
And God and His angels are there;
And one is the dark mount of Sorrow,
And one the bright mountain of Prayer!
-Father Ryan.

THE WOMAN WHO UNDER.STANDS
By T. APPLE'l'ON
Somewhere-she waits- to make you win,
Your soul-in her firm- white hands,Somewhere-the gods have made for you
The-woman-who-understands.
As the tide went out-she found him
. Lashed- to a spar of despairThe wreck of his ship-around him,
The wreck of his dreams-in the airFound him, and loved him, and gathered
The soul of him-to her heart;
The soul-that sailed an uncharted sea1'he soul-that sought to win-and be freeThe soul-of which slrn was part;
And- there- in the dusk she cried to the man,
"Win your battle-you can-you can."
Helping and loving and guidingUrging when that was bestHolding h.er fears in hiding
Deep in her quiet breastThis is the woman who kept him
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True to his standards lostWhen tossed in the storm and stress and strife,
He thought himself through with the game of life
And ready to pay the costvVatching and guarding-whispering still,
"Win-you can-and I know you will."
This is the story of agesThis is the woman's wayWiser than seers or sages,
Lifting us day by dayFacing all things with a courage
Nothing can daunt or dim;
Treading life's path wherever it leadsLined with flowers or choked with weeds,
But ever with him-with him,
Guardian, comrade, and golden spur,
The men who win are helped by her.
Somewhere she "'aits, strong in belief,
Your soul in her strong white hands;
Thank well the gods when she comes to you,
The woman who understands.
EACH IN HIS OWN TONGUE
A fire-mist and a planet,
A crystal and a cell,
A jelly-fish and a saurian,
And a cave where the cave-men dwell;
Then a sense _of Jaw and duty,
A face turned from the clodSome call it Evolution,
And others call it God.
A haze in the far horizon,
The infinite tender sky,
The ripe, rich tint of the cornfields,
And the wild geese sailing high-
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And all over upland and lowland,
The sign of the golden rodSome of us call it Autumn,
And others call it God.
Like tides on a crescent sea-beach
vVhen the moon is new and thin,
Into our hearts, high yearnings
Come welJing and singing inCome from the mystic ocean,
Wbose rim no foot has trodSome of us call it longing,
And others call it God.
A picket frozen on duty,
A mother star,ed for her brood,
Socrates drinking the hemlock,
And Jesus on the rood;
And millions who humble and nameless,
The straight, hard pathway trodSome call it Consecration, ·
And others call it God.
IN MEMORIAM
B y BYRON

w. KING.

And what can ye say of the Shadow,
Ye watchers who wait and who weep?
And what can ye say of the Silence?
And what of your comrades who sleep?
And what of white hands that are clasping
Dead flowers you placed on each breast?
Of eyes that met yours but now: ashen,
Of brows where Death's seal is impressed!
Ay, what can ye say for the Voiceless,
Whose pale lips are sea.led with the dust?
What, what can ye say for your Brothers,
For their loyalty, love and their trust?

*

*

*

*

•

*

•
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Let us say : They were Brother Pilgrims,
Who trod with us the World's height,
But they passed down into the Valley
And under the deep-shrouding night.
Let us say: They were Warrior Comrades,
Whose hearts throbbed the drum beats of life,
But they heard the Great Captain's recalling,
And they ceased from the bivouac and strife.
~t us say : They were mariners, sailing
With us on Life's ocean, storm-pressed,
But, they saw the great Pilot's hand beckon
And He showed them the Haven of Rest.
Let us say: They were friends and companions
At this Inn of the Old Grey Earth,
Where we supped at our Great Father's table,
All children, with revel and mirth.
Say, too, that they were our brothers,
Brave, fearless, and valiant and strong;
Warm-hearted to share all our sorrows,
High-courageous to right every wrong!
Say, too, that no darkness of shadows,
No lengthening of time with the years
-Shall hide or shall dim our warm tribute
Of love, of remembrance, of tears.
We cherish them ever, we murmur
Their names on our quivering lips,
Their faces come forth from the Shadow,
In our dreams; an Apocalypse !
0 Brothers of Silence and Shadow,
0 Sleepers with white li\XJ so dumb,
We wait but the call, soon to hear it,
And down to your Mansions we come!
We wait for the call of the Captain
To tell us the struggle shall cease,
We wait for the pale, silent Pilot
To guide to the Havbor of Peace!
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Sleep on! Oh, beloved ones, remembered
And cherished with love and with tears;
Ye live; for Life's deeds are immortal,
They pass not away with the years!
DRIFTING
By T. B. R EAD.

Thls Is a dream poem. Tile voice must be smooth, sustained nod
beautiful. We must p rolong nil open ,,-owels a ncl the tones must rise
and fall like the wa,es of the sea. Wilen n·e ma ke pauses. tile voice
must not fall, but t,cep suspended and suggest tile continuous sound
of tile waycs. Tile words, meter, thought, are all beautiful,-t!Je volce
must be beautiful also.

My soul to-day is far away,
Sailing the Vesuvian Bay;
My winged boat, a bird afloat,
Swims round the purple peaks remote.
.Round purple peaks it sails, and seeks
Blue inlets and their crystal creeks,
Where high rocks throw through deeps below,
A duplicated golden glow.
Far, vague, and dim, the mountains swim;
While on Vesuvius' misty brim,
·with outstretche<1 hands, the gray smoke stands
O'erlooking the volcanic lands.
I heed not if my rippling skiff
Float swift or slow from cliff to cliff;
With dreamful e:rns my spirit lies
Under the walls of Paradise.
Under the walls, where swells and falls
The bay's deep breast at intervals,
At peace I lie, blown softly by,
A cloud upon this liquid sky.
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The day so mild is heaven's own child,
With earth and ocean reconciled;
The airs I feel around me steal
Are murmuring to the murmuring keel.
Over the rail my hand I trail
Within the shadow of the sail:
A joy intense, the cooling sense
Glides down my drowsy indolence.
Witµ dreamful eyes my spirit lies
Where summer sings and never dies;
O'erveiled with vines, she glows and shines
Among her future oil and wines.
H er children, hid the cliffs amid,
Are gamboling with the gamboling kid,
Or down the walls, with tipsy calls,
Laugh on the rocks like waterfalls.
The fisher's child, with tresses wild,
Unto the smooth, bright sand beguiled,
With glowing lips, sings as she skips,
Or gazes at the far-off ships.
Yon deep bark goes where traffic blows,
From lands of sun to lands of snows;
This happier one its course has run
;From lands of snow to lands of sun.
0 happy ship, to rise and dip,
With the blue crystal at your lip!
0 happy crew, my heart with you
Sails, and sails, and sings anew!
No more, no more the worldly shore
Upbraids me with its loud uproar!
With dreamful eyes, my spirit lies
Under the walls of Paradise!
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MISCELLANEOUS RECITATIONS
MY LOST YOUTH
Often I t hink of the beautiful town
That is seated by the sea;
Often in thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of that dear old town,
And my youth comes back to me.
And a verse of a Lapland song
Is haunting my memory still:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thougbtsi."
I can see the i,hadowy lines of its trees,
And catch, in sudden gleams,
The sheen of the far-surrounding seas,
And islands that were the Hesperides
Of all my bo~•ish dreams.
And lhe burden of that old song,
It murmurs and whispers still :
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
I remember the black wharves and the slips,
And the sea-tides tossing free;
And Spanish sailors with bearded lips,
And the beauty and mystery of the sllips,
And the magic of the sea.
And the voice of that wayward song
Is singing and saying still:
"A boy's will is th(l wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
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I remember the bulwarks by the shore,
And the fort upon the hill ;
The sunrise gun, with i.ts hollow roar,
The drum-beat repeated o'er and o'er,
And the bugle, wild and shrill.
And the music of that old song
Throbs in my memory still :
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
I remember the sea-fight far away,
How it thundered o'er the tide!
And the dead captains, as they lay
Tn their graves, o'erlooking the tranquil bay,
Where they in battle died.
And the sound of that mournful song
Goes through me with a thrill :
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
There are things of which I may not speak;
There are dreams that cannot die;
There are thoughts that make the strong heart weak,
And bring a pallor into the cheek,
And a mist before the eye.
And the words of that fatal song
Come over me like a chill:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts.''
Strange to me now are the forms I meet
When I visit the dear old town;
But the native air is oure and sweet,
And the trees that o'ershadow each well-known street,
As they balance up and down,
Are singing the bt>autiful song,
Are siirhing and whispering still :
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
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And Deering's Woods are fresh and fai!::,
And with joy that is almost pain
My heart goes back to wander there,
And among the dreams of the days that w/3re.
I find my lost youth again.
And the strange and beautiful song
The groves are repeating it still :
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."

- H enry W. Longfelww.

WISBES AND WORK
Som·e folks are so lazy! They just wish and wish and worr:,,-my !
I know some people who talk just like these funny little chickens!
They have Ht tie, wee, t iny voices :- " I wish I bad my slate," "I wish
I had my lesson." 0, but they are funny! But we won't do that way.
When the lesson Is bard and teacher ~-nys It should be gotten, we will
just get busy and keep busy until our work ls done. People and
chickens tbat whine aren't worth much. They just cry "cheep, cheep,
cheep," all the time until everybody knows that'i. just what they are
-cheap!

Said one little chick, with a funny little squirm,
"I wish I could find a nice fat worm."
Said another little chicken, with a queer little shrug,
"I wish I could find a nice fat bug."
Said a third little chick, with a strange little squeal,
"I wish I could find some nice yellow meal."
' 'Now, look here," said the mother, from the green
garden patch,
" If you want any breakfast, you just get up and
scrat ch."
JACK FROST
Oh, how the wind blows!
Oh, how the cold grows!
Jack Frost will catch you,
Look out for your toes!
There he has just kissed youKat---chew ! !
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A QUARREL IN THE OVEN
This is a sad story, but It e nds well, particularly for the boy a nd
the girl! It's bad to quarrel, very ha d! There is no reason in the
world why piecrust and gingerbread s bould not agree ! L et us show
how they talked and scolded, and If eYcr we catch them disputing
again, let us put down tbe quancl just like tbe good little b.o y and
the sweet little girl of tbc poem :Ud. L et us make short work of the
piecrust and say a sweet good-bye t o the gingerbread!

Oh, the gingerbread boy and the piecrust girl,
They had a quarrel one day ;
Together they sat on the oven shelf,
The piecrust fay and the g ingerbread elf,
And t he quarrel commenced this way :
Said the gingerbread boy to the piecrust girl :
"I'll wager my new brown hat
That I 'm fatter than you and much more tanned,
Though you're filled with pride till you cannot stand,
But what is t he good of that?"
Then the piecrust girl turned her little nose up
I n a most provoking way.
"Oh, maybe you're brown, but you're poor as can be;
You do not know lard from a round green pea!
Is there aught that you do know, pray?"
Oh, the gingerbread boy, he laughed loudly with scorn
As he looked at the flaky piecrust.
"J ust watch how I rise in the world!" cried he;
"J ust see how I'm bound to grow light!" cried she,
"While you stay the color of rust."
So the gin.gerbread boy and the piecrust girl
They each of them swelled with pride,
Till a noise was heard in a room without.
A cry of delight, then a very glad shout,
And the oven was opened wide.
Then the gingerbread boy and the piecrust girl
Could have screamed and wept with pain,
For a rosy-cheeked lass and a small, bright-eyed lad
Took a big bite of each-yes, this tale's very sadSo they' ll now never quarrel again.
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THE QUEEN'S GIFT
ROSE

H.

THORPE

Where English daisies blossom,
And English robins· sing,
When all the land was fragrant
Beneath the feet of Spring;
Two little sisters wandered,
Together, hand in hand,
Along the dusty highway,
Their bare feet soiled and tanned.
'Twas not a childish sorrow
T hat filled their eyes with tears;
Their little hearts were burdened
With grief beyond their years.
The brighrt-eyed daisies blossomed
In valley and in glen,
The robins sang their sweetest,
Spring smiled-but not for them.
Beneath the trees of Whitehall,
Within their shadows brown,
F rom out the royal palace
The Queen came walking down.
She saw the children standing,
Together, side by side,
And, gazing down with pity,
She asked them why they cried.
"Dear Lady," said the eldest,
"My little sister Bess
And I have come t ogether
A hundred miles, I guess;
Sometimes the roads were dusty,
And sometimes they were green ;
·we're very tired and hungry,We want to see the Queen.
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"For llothe1·1s sick, dear Lady,
She cries 'most all the da ,. ·.
We hear her telling Jesuij, • ·
When she thinks we're out at play.
She tells Ilim all about it,
How when King James was King,
We were so rich and happy,
And had 'most everything.
We had our own dear father,
At home beside the Thames,
But Father went to battle
Because be loved King James.
And- then, things were so differentI cannot tell you how,
T\'e haven't any father,
Nor any nice things now.
"Last night our mother told us
They'd take our home away,
And leave us without any,
Because she couldn't pay.
So then, we came together,
Right through the meadows green,
And prayed to God to help us,
And take us to the Queen ;
"Because l\fama once told us
That, many Jears ago,
The Queen was James' little girl,
And, Lady, if it was so,
I know she'll let us keep it,Our home beside the •rhames,F or we have come to ask her,
And Father loved King James.
"And if we had to leave it,
I'm sure Mama would die,
For there's no place to go to,No place but in the sky."
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Her simple story finished,
She gazed up in suq>rise.
To see the l<'vely lady
With tear-drops in her eyes.
And when the English robins
Had sought each downey nest,
And when the brigbt-eJ·ed daisies,
Dew-damp, had gone to rest,
A carriage, such as never
Rad passed that way before,
Set down two little children
Beside tb~ widow's door.
They brought the weeping ·mother
A package from the Queen,
Her royal seal was on it,
And folded in between
A slip of paper, saying:
"The daughter of King James
Gives to these Ii ttle children
Their home beside the '.rhames."
DAY DREA.:.\IS
MARGARET JOHNSON

I measured myself by the wall in the garden;
The holly-hocks blossomed far over my bead;
Oh, when I can touch, with the tips of my fingers,
The highest green bud, with its lining of red,
I shall not be a child any more, but a woman;
Dear holly-l1ock blossoms, how glad I shall be!
I wish they would hurry,-the years that are coming,
And bring the bright days that I dream of to me !
Oh, when I am grown, I shall know all my lessons,Tbere's so much to learn when one's only just ten!
I shall be very rich, ,ery handsome an d stately,
And good, too,- of course,-'twill be easier then.
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There'll be many to love me, and nothing to vex me,
No knots in my sewing; no crusts to my bread.
My days shall go by like the days in a story,The sweetest and gladdest that ever was read.
And then I shall come out some day to the garden,
(For this little corner must always be mine;)
I shall wear a white gown all embroidered in silver,
That trails on the gi·ass with a rustle and shine.
And, meeting some child here at play in the sunshine,
With gracious hands laid on her head I shall say,
" I measured myself by these holly-hock blossoms
When I was no taller than you, dear, one day!"
She will smile in my face as I stoop low to kiss her,
And-Hark! they are calling me in to my tea!
0 blossoms, I wish that the slow years would hurry!
When, when will they bring all I dream of to me?
THE QUARREL
_Now, Willie Johnson, yeste1·day,
He make a face ait me an' say,
He's glad he ain't a little girl,
'Cause he don't have no hair to curl,
An' his face don't have to be cleanAn' so I tell him 'at he's mean,
An' I make faces at him, too,
An' stick my tongue out! Yes, I do !
Nen me an' Willie Johnson fight.
I know 'at girls must be polite
An' never get in fights-but he
Got in the fight; it wasn't me.
An' so I tored off Willie's hat,
An' give him just a little pat
Up 'side his face, an' he just cry
An' run home like he's 'fraid he'll die!
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So pretty soon his mama, she
Corned to our house-an' looked at me!Nen goed right in where mama isShe tooked 'at tored-up hat o' his.
An' Missus Johnson she just told
My mama lots o' things, an' scold
About me, too- 'cause I'm outside
An' hear-the door is open wide.
Neu Willie corned out wif his pup,
An' say "Hullo!" So we rnaked up,
Nen get to playin' an'mal showHis pup is a wild li'n, an' so,
W'y, he's a-trainin' it, an' I'm
Th' aujeoce mos' near all th' time.
An' nen our mamas bofe corned out;
His mama she still scold about
Me slappin' him-an' they bofe say :
"Hereafter keep your child away!"
An' nen they see us playin' there,
An' they bofe say : "Well, I declare!"

THE LI'.l"'fLE BR.OWN WREN
A little brown wren, with a little white breast,
Peeped from the door of her little round nest,
And said to her husband : "The wind is from the west,"•··
"So I perceive," was the ready reply,
"And there's not a cloud to be seen on the sky, I think you had better go out by and by,
And I will keep your eggs warm till you come back."
" Oh, I thank you, my dear," said the little brown wren,
With a chirp of delight, "you're the kindest of men,Of course, I adore t he dear little things,
But sitting so steadily on eggs
Brings a kind of stiffness to one's wings and legs.
I would like to stretch them since you're so kind,
But I only dislike to leave you behind."
:,o, that does not matter. 0 , no, never mind."
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So the good little Mother flew off to the West,
And the Father sat down in her place on the nest,
Delighted to give his wee wifey a rest.
It was ra,ther slow work and he soon fell asleep,
But he awoke with a jump, for he heard a faint "peep,"
And something beneath him began to creepNow, there was a crisis. "A.s sure as the sun,"
The father bird cries, "'tis the hatching begun,
And Mother is gadding, now what's to be done?"
He fluttered about in his fidgety fear,
And he laughed, and he cried, and he whimpered,
"0 dear,
What would I not give if that woman was here!"
His sense of relief can't be possibly guessedOut of bird language it can't be expressed,When he saw her at last flying back from the West.
She, too, when she saw the wonderful sightThree little baby birds hatching out all rightShe could not contain her pride and delight;
But she hopped and she jumped, and she cuddled them
well,
And •s he loved them, how dearly I never can tell.
This, you know, happened early in MayI chanced to look in the wren's nest today,
And fo ! 'twas empty, they had flown away.
"LIT'I'LE BOY BLUE"
The little toy dog is covered with dust,
But sturdAJ and stawnch he stands;
And the little toy soLdier is red with rust,
And his musket moulds in his ha:µds.
Time was when the little toy dog was nmo,
And the soldier was passing fair.
That was the time when our Little Boy Blue,
Kissed them and put them there.
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"Now, don't you go till I come," he said,
"And don't you make any noise!"
So toddling off to his tritndle-bed,
He dreamt of the pretty toys.
But as he was dre011ning, an an_qel song
Awakened our Little Boy Blue!
Oh, the years are many-the years are long;
But the little toy friends are true.
Ay, faithfiil to Little Boy Blue they stand,
Each in the same old place,
Awaiting the touch of a little hand,
The smile of a little face.
And they wonder, as waiting the long yea;rs through,
In the dust of that little chair,
What has become of our Little Boy Blue .
Since he kissed them and put them there?
-Eiigene FieZd.
GRANDMA AT THE MASQUERADE
Yes, Grandma went to the masquerade,
The dear old lady, so prim and staid,
Wouldn't you think she'd have been afraid
To go? I n her ancient dress and cap,
With her long silk apron over her lap,
And her bag! (Ha! ha!) You'd have thought she'd
taken a nap
As long as Rip Van Winkle's.
But the children coaxed her, an easy task,
F or she'd heard so much of the grand bal masque,
And she wearied them so with the questions she'd ask,
That all agreed she'd better see
For herself this wonderful mystery,
How people from every land can be
Brought together by magic.
So they made her a mask to wear that night ;
Though she owned, it shocked her sense of right
To appear 'fore the world in such a plight;
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And she thought her features were good and fair,
F or her. age, as others who might be there,
And if they did know her, why should she·care?
But the girls would have their way.
At last the eventful c,vening came,
And forth to the rendezvous went the dame,
With feelings somewhat akin to shame.
But her oride was flattered when a queen,
With robes as regal as ever were seen,
Bowed graciously. What could it mean,
Her majesty's attenticn?

Ob, proud of his post, wHh fiddle in hand,
The jovial leader of the band
"Attention!" calls, then gives command,
"All gents take partners for a reel.''
How frolicsome the maskers feel,
How careful lest the voice reveal
W hat the masker's dress would hide.
Now, so it chanced, and some there knew,
That Grandma in her youth danced, too,
And all "ye olden steps" sbe knew,
And danced them wel l, with many an art.
And when she heard the music sweet,
She tried in vain to keep her seat,
While eagerly her restless feet
The merry dancing time would mark.
A youth, supposing her some maid
In mask disguised, the scheme to aid,
Knelt at her feet with great parade.
Her band be seized and madly kissed,
And smote bis chest with tragic fist,
"O dear! My sakes! what ails your cbist ?"
Cried Grandma frantically.
Then from her bag her "camphire" drew,
And peppermint and sweet flags flew,
Until at last the youth came to,
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And thanked her with a grateful glance.
Then blessing her for the aid she'd given,
And for the zeal with which she'd striven
Ris life to save, "'Twould be bliss from heaven,"
He said, "with her to have a dance."
Kind-hearted Grandma, 'most fourscore,
Forgot she was old and danced as of yore.
'When the fiddler called her the best on t he floo r.·,
She swept him a courtesy, deep and low;
But ever there came in her faded eyes
A look of innocent surprise,
v\' hen someone would whisper a surmise
That "she was Miss S0 and So."
But the merriest time, the best of all,
Was when the master of the ball
The order shouted, "Masks now fall!"
'Mid jolly laughter, full of glee,
Each curio11s masker rushed to see
Wh'a t maiden that old dame might be!
" My sakes, 'tain't nobody but me!"
Said honest Grandma modestly.
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ORATIONS OF POWER
,

SUGGESTIONS
1. Phrase each sentence carefully. Be sure to pause
before each idea.
2. Make a definite pause after each new idea. For
example:
"Eloquence-is an art-by which- man can-successfully-play-upon the passions-of his fellowman.''
3. Be earnest, serious, direct-use falling inflections,
even in the higher pitches of the voice.
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THE POWER OF ELOQUENCE
By JAMES DOBBIN.
ELOQUENCE is an art by which man can successfully
play upon the passions of his fellow-man : at one moment
startle with his brilliant fl.ashes, and annihilate with his
withering sarcasm; at another, melt the heart with his
touching pathos, and win the admiration by those persuasive tones and thrilling appeals that lend effectiveness to the most cogent reasoning and proclaim the
triumph of true eloquence. How oft indeed, when the
fires of liberty have been well-nigh extinguished, and
her votaries sunk in the depths of sadness and despair,
hath eloquence stepped forth to reanimate the drooping
and to rekindle the smothered fires into a brighter blaze!
How often has eloquence checked the desolations of war,
protected the blessings of peace, encouraged the arts, and
touched the chords of a thousand hearts in the holy cause
of religion and piety !
Your earliest readings tell of its power. It was
Grecian eloquence that gave her orators the sway over
the multitude, and roused all Greece by its thunders to
rally and resist the encroachments of her Macedonian
enemy, and gave the great master of eloquence a renown that two thousand years have only increased. It
is Roman eloquence that will ever perpetuate the glory
of the Eternal City. It is British eloquence that has
thrown a halo around the Sea-girt Isle, and that will
last when the future traveller will wander amid the
ruins of her fallen grandeur.
What did not American eloquence achieve, when Henry, an'a Adams, and Ames spoke 1 What hath it not
since achieved in many a memorable era in our young
Republic's history 1
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WATER
By JOHN B. GOUGH.
This is Mr. Gough's famous eulogy. He told me he worked
twenty years to perfect it. It was the grand climax of his wonderful lecture. Be sure you keep the voice clear and full as you
ascend to the "great climax."

SWEET, beautiful water-clear, pure, refreshing !-that
never brings sorrow to those who use it. Pour but a drop
of this upon the drooping flower, and it will lift its head
as if to bless you; apply but one drop of man's distilling,
and the flower withers and dies. Bestow but a goblet of
this on the famishing traveller in the sun-parched desert,
and how gladly would he return it o 'erfl.owing with gold;
for he is dying with thirst, and those poisonous draughts
are but mockery now. Mark yonder party bound on
that :fishing excursion. They are out upon the briny
deep-they have been becalmed and detained for several
days beyond their intended absence. Now they are
reaching the shore, a.nd hear their :first shriek as they
land: "Water! bring us water!" "Why, are you not
provided with drink¥'' '' Yes, but we want water- water,
- sweet, beautiful, life-giving water: "-brewed in the
bosom of nature-brewed in the green, sunny vale, where
the red deer runs and tbe child loves to play. Sweet,
beautiful water !-brewed in the running brook, the
rippling fountain, and the laughing rill-in the limpid
cascade, as it joyfully leaps down the side of the mountain. Brewed in yonder mountain-top, whose granite
peaks glitter like gold bathed in the morning sunbrewed in the sparkling dew-drop : sweet, beautiful
water !-brewed in the crested wave of the ocean-deeps,
driven by storm, breathing its terrible anthem to the God
of the sea-brewed in the fleecy foam, and the whitened
spray as it hangs like a speck over the distant cataractbrewed in the clouds of heaven: sweet, beautiful water!
As it sings in the rain-shower and dances in the hailstorm-as it comes sweeping down in feathery :flakes,
clothing the earth in a spotless mantle of white-always
beautiful! Distilled in the golden tissues that paint the
western sky at the setting of the sun, and the silvery
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tissues that veil the midnight moon-sweet, health-giving, beautiful water! Distilled in the rainbow of promise, whose warp is the rainbow of earth, and whose woof
is the sunbeam of hcaven--flweet, beautiful water !
TIIE :MAJESTY OF GOD
This Is a wonderful oration of grandeur and sublimity. Let the
tones of the voice be Cull, deep, l'l)ajestic---the sweep of a mighty
river.

WE are dazzled with the splendor of riches, we admire
the palaces of kings, the magnificence of their furniture,
the pomp of their clothing, the beauty of their apartments, and the abundance of gold, silver, the precious
stones, which lie on every side; but how little is all this
compared with the riches of the Lord our God, whose
throne is in the heavens. and whose footstool is the
earth ! The h eavens are Ilis, and the earth also; the
habitable world and all that dwell therein. He has fitted
up dwellings for all creatures, He has established stores
for all men and all animals, Ile causes grass to grow
for cattle and corn for the service of men. All that is
useful and excellent in tl1e world is drawn from His
treasures. Life, health, riches, glory, happiness, every
thing that can constitute the good of His creatures, are
all in His hands, and He distributes them according to
H is good pleasure.
We judge of the greatness of men by their actions. W e
celebrate kings who have built cities and palaces, who
have governed their estates well, and who have sucessfully accomplished great designs. But how astonishing
are the works of the Most High! How wonderful the
cr eation of the immense m1ivcrse, the preservation of so
many creatures, the wise and beautiful government of
innumerable worlds, the redemption of the human race,
the punishment of the wicked, and the recompense of the
good!
Who is like unto Thee, 0 Lord! Thou art great , Thy
name is great, and T hy works proclaim 'l'hy grandeur!
Nothing can be imagined equal to the greatness of our
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God. .All the glory, all the knowledge, all the power,
and all the riches of the world vanish when compared
with the glory and majesty of God. The soul exults
and is ennobled in meditating on the greatness of the
Most High. Such sublime meditations delightfully exercise all our spiritual faculties-we arc filled with reverence, admiration, and joy, when in a holy transport
we represent to our mind the Being of beings, the Eternal, Almighty, the Infinite! Can we help exclaiming
with ecstasy: The Lord, He is God! The Lord He is
God ! Give glory to Him forever and ever !
EMMETT'S VINDICATION
Robert Emmett, the Irish patriot, was born in .1780. Having
taken an active part In the rebellion against the Government which
broke out in Dublin on the 23rd of June, 1803, he was tried a.nd
found guilty of high treason September 19th of the same year.
He was executed on the 20th of September, 1803.
This is one of the greatest orations ever uttered by human lips.
It requires the genius of an actor for its delivery.

Wtiat have I to say why the sentence of death should
not be pronounced on me, according to law 7 I have
nothing to say, that can alter your prc;determination ,
or that it would become me to say with any view to the
mitigation of that sentence which you are here to pronounce, and which I must abide by.
My country was my idol: to it I sacrificed
every selfish, every endearing sentiment ; and for
it I now offer up my life. I acted as an Irishman,
determined on delivering my country from the yoke
of a foreign and unrelenting tyranny, and from the
more galling yoke of a domestic faction. It was the wish
of my heart to extricate my country from this doublyriveted despotism. I wished to place her independence
beyond the reach of any power on earth. I wished to
exalt her to that proud station in the world which she
is destined to occupy.
I would not have submitted to a foreign oppressor,
for the same reason that I would resist the present
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domestic tyrant. In the dignity of freedom I would
have fought on the threshold of my country; and its
enemy should only enter by passing over my lifeless
corpse.
And am I, who lived but for my country, and who
have subjected myself to the dangers of the jealous and
watchful oppressor, and the bondage of the grave, only
to give my countrymen their rights, and my country her
independence,-am I to be loaded with calumny, and
not suffered to resent or repel it 9 No! God forbid! If
the spirits of the illustrious dead participate in the concerns and cares of those who are dear to them in this
transitory life; 0 ever dear and venerated shade of my
departed father, lo'ok down with scrutiny upon the conduct of your suffering son, and see if I have ever, for a
moment, deviated from those principles of morality and
patriotism, which it was your care to instil into my
youthful mind, and for which I am now to offer up my
life.
My lords, you are impatient for the sacrifice. The
blood which you seek is not congealed by the artificial
terrors that surround your victim; it circulates warmly
and unruffled, through the channels which God created
for nobler purposes, but which you are bent to destroy
for purposes so grievous that they cry to Heaven. Be
yet patient. I have but a few words more to say. I am
going to my cold and silent grave : my lamp of life is
nearly extinguished; my race is run; the grave opens to
receive me, and I sink into its bosom.
I have but one request to make at my departure from
this world. It is the charity of its silence! Let no man
write my epitaph; for, as no man who knows my motives
dare now vindicate them, let not prejudice or ignorance
asperse them. Let them and me repose in obscurity and
peace, and my tomb remain uninscribed, until other
times and other men can do justice to my character.
When my country takes her place among the nations of
the earth, then, and not till then, let my epitaph be
wTitten ! I have done.
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SLEEP
B. BROWNING

ELIZABETH

A wonderful poem for voice and modulation

1. Of all the thoughts of God that are
Borne inward unto souls afar,
Along the Psalmist's music deep,
Now tell me if that any is
For gift or grace surpassing this?" He giveth his beloved sleep."
2. What would we give to our beloved?
The hero's heart, to be unmoved ;
The poet's star-tuned harp to sweep ;
The senate's shout to patriot vows;
The monarch's crown, to light the brows!
'' He giveth His beloved sleep ! ''
3. What do we give to our beloved 1
A little faith, all undisproved;
A little dust to overweep ;
And bitter memories, to make
The whole earth blasted for our sake !
'' H e giveth His beloved sleep ! ''

4. "Sleep soft, beloved!" we sometimes say,
But have no tune to charm away
Sad dreams, that through the eyelids creep.
But never doleful dream again
Shall break the happy slumber, when
'' H e giveth His beloved sleep ! ''
5. 0 earth, so full of dreary noises !
0 men, with wailing in your voices !
0 delved gold, the wailer's heap !
0 strife, 0 curse, that o'er it fall!
God makes a silence through you all,
And '' giveth His beloved sleep !''

•
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6. His dews drop mutely on the hill,
His cloud above it saileth still;
Though on its slope men toil and reap,
More softly than the dew is shed,
Or cloud is floated ovtirhead,
"He giveth His beloved sleep."
7. Yea, men may wonder, while they scan

A living, thinking, feeli_n g man
In such a rest his heart to keep ;
But angels say,- and through the word
I ween their blessed smile is heard,'' He giveth his beloved sleep !''

8. For me, my heart, that erst did go
Most like a tired child at a show,
That sees through tears the mummer's leap,
Would nmv its weary vision close,W ould, childlike, on His love repose
'' Who giveth His beloved sleep ! ''
9. And, friends, dear friends,-when it shall be

•

That this low breath is gone from me,
And round my bier you come to weep,
Let one most loving of you all
Say, "Not a tear must o'er her fall:
He giveth his beloved sleep ! ''

SUPPOSED SPEECH OF AN INDIAN CHIEF
By EowARD EVERETT
A wonderful speech by a great author.
dignity and sternness.

It requires repression,

1. W HITE man, there is an eternal war between me and
thee! I quit not the land of my fathers, but with my
life. In those woods, where I bent my youthful bow, I
will still hunt the deer; over yonder waters I will still
glide, unrestrained, in my bark canoe. By those dashing
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waterfalls I will still lay up my winter's store of food;
on these fertile meadows I will still plant my corn.
Stranger, the land is mine! I understand not these paper rights. I gave not my consent when, as thou sayest,
these broad regions were purchased, for a few baubles,
of my fathers. 'rhey could sell what was theirs; they
could sell no more. How could my father sell that which
the Great Spirit sent me into the world to live upon V
They knew not what they did.
2. The stranger came, a timid suppliant, few and
feeble, and asked to lie down on the red man's bea1·-skin,
and warm himself at the red man's fire, and have a little
piece of land to raise corn for his women and children;
and now he is become strong, and mighty, and bold, and
spreads out his parchment over the whole, and says, "It
is mine." Stranger, there is not room for us both! The
Great Spirit has not made us to live together. There is
poison in the white man's cup; the white man's dog
barks at tlie red man 's heels.
3. I£ I should leave the land of my fathers, whither
shall I fly 1 Shall I go to the south, and dwell among
the graves of t he P equots 1 Shall I wander to the west?
-the fierce l\Iohawk-the man-eater-is my foe. Shall
I fly to the east ?-the great water is before me. No,
stranger: here I have lived, and here will I die; and, if
here thou abidest, there is eternal war between me and
thee.
4. Thou hast taught me thy arts of destruction; for
that alone I thank thee. And now take heed to thy steps;
the red man is thy foe. When thou goest forth by day,
my bullet shall whistle past thee; when thou liest down
hy night, my knife is at thy throat. The noonday sun
shall not discover thy enemy, and the darkness of midnight shall not protect thy rest. Thou shalt plant in
terror, and I will reap in blood; thou shalt sow the earth
with corn, and I will strew it with ashes; thou shalt go
forth with the sickle, and I will follow after with the
scalping-knife; thou shalt build, and I will burn : till the
white man or the Indian perish from the land.
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CATILINE'S REPLY
By REV. GEORGE CROLY

This is a fiery speech-keep the dignity of the Roman in the
vehement parts of the address.
CONSCRIPT Fathers!
I do not rise to waste the night in worc!s :
Let that plebeian talk; 'tis not rny trade;
But here I stand for right,-let him show p1·oofs,For Roman right; though none, it seems, dare stand
To take their share with me. Ay, cluster there!
Cling to your maste1·, judges, ROMANS, SLAVES !
His charge is false; I dare him to his proofs.
You have my answer. Let my actions speak!

But this I will avow,-that I have scorn'd,
And still d,o scorn, to hide my sense of wrong!
Who brands me on the forehead, breaks my swo,,.d,
Or lays the bloody scourge upon my back,
Wrongs me not half so much as he who shuts
The gates of honor on me, turning out
The Roman from his birthright; and for what¥
To fling your offices to every slave !
Vipers, that creep where man disdains to climb,
And, having wound their loathsome track to the top
Of this huge, moldering monument of Rome,
H ang hissing at the nobler man below !
Come, consecrated lictors, from your thrones! (To the
Senate. )
Fling down your scepters; take the rod and axe,
And make the murdet· as you make the law!
Banish 'd from Rome! What's banish'd but set free
From daily contact of the things I loathe?
" T ried and convicted traitor!" Who says this?
Wl10'll prove it, at his peril, on my head?
Banish'd! I thank you for it. It breaks my chains!
I held some slack allegiance till this hour;
But 110w my sword's my own. Smle on, my lords !
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I scorn to count what feelings, wither'd hopes,
Strong provocations, bitter, BURNING WOONGS,
I have within my heart's hot cells shut up,
To leave you in your lazy dignities.
But here I stand and scoff you! here I fling
Hatred and full defiance in your face!
Your consul's merciful. For this all thanks!
He dares not touch a hair of Catiline!
"Traitor!" I go; but I ,·eturn. This trial!
H ere I devote your senate! I've had wrongs
To stir a fever in the blood of age,
Or make the infant's sinews strong as steel.
This day 's the birth of sorrow! This hour's work
Will breed proscriptions! Look to your hearths, my lords,
For there, henceforth, shall sit, for household gods,
Shapes hot from Tartariis! all shames and crimes!
Wan treachery, with his thirsty dagger drawn;
Suspicion, poisoning his brother's cup;
Naked rebellion, with the torch and axe,
Making his wild sport of your blazing thrones;
Till anarchy comes down on you like night,
And massacre seals Rome's eternal grave.
I go; but not to leap the gulf alone.
·I go; but, when I c0r1ie, 'twill be the burst
Of ocean in the ear thquake, rolling back
In swift and mountainous ruin. Fare you well!
You build my funeral-pile; but your best blood
Shall quench its flame ! Back, slaves! (To the lictors.)
I will return !
THE WEAPON OF SUFFRAGE
By EDWIN FORREST
Dignity, Intensity, earnestness In voice and gesture are all
required here.

The wel:tpon of suffrage is adequate for all the purposes of freemen. From the armory of opinion we issue
forth in coat of mail more impenetrable than ever cased
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the limbs of warrior on the field of sanguinary strife.
Our panoply is of surest proof, for it is supplied by
reason. Armed with the ballot, a better implement of
warfare than sword of "icebrook's temper," we fight the
sure fight, relying with steadfast faith on the intelligence
and virtue of the majority to decide the victory on the
side of truth. And should error for a while carry the
field by his stratagems, his opponents, though defeated,
are not destroyed; they rally again to the conflict, animated with the strong assurance of the u ltimate prevalence of right.
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise again,
The eternal years of God are hers;
But error wounded writhes in pain,
And dies among his worshippers."

Wl,at bounds can the vision of the human mind descry
to the spread of American greatness, if we but firmly
adhere to those first principles of government which have
already enabled us in the infancy of national existence,
to vie with the proudest of the century-nurtured states
of Europe? The old world is cankered with the diseases
of political senility, and cramped by the long-worn fetters of tyrannous habit. But the empire of the west is in
the bloom and freshness of being. Its heart is unseared by
the prejudices of '' damned custoll!,; '' its intellect is unclouded by the sophisms of ages. From its borders. · •
kissed by the waves of the Atlantic, to
"The continuous woods
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound,
Save his own dashing-"

from the inland oceans of the north, to the sparkling
face of the tropical sea, rippled by breezes laden with the
perfumes of eternal summer, our vast theatre of national
achievement extends. Wlrnt a course is here for the
grand race of democratic liberty! Within these limits n:
hundred millio)ls of fellow-beings may find ample room
and verge enough to spread themselves and grow up to
their natural eminence. With a salubrious clime t u invigorate them with health, and a generous soil to nourish
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them with food; with the press-that grand embalmer
not of the worthless integuments of morta1ity, but of the
offspring of immortal mind- to diffuse its vivifying and
ennobling influences over them; with those admirable
results of inventive genius to knit them together, by
which space is deprived of its power to bar the progress
of improvement and dissipate the current of social amity; with a political faith which acknowledges, as its
f undamental maxim, the golden rule of Christian ethics,
"Do unto others, as you would that they should do unto
you :" with these means, and the constantly increasing
dignity of character which results from independence,
what boun ds can be set to the growth of American greatn ess 1 A hundred millions of p eople! A hundred millions of co-sovereigns, recognizing no l aw but the recorded will of a majority; no end of law, but mutual and
equal good; no superior, but God alone!
MAJESTY OF INTELLECT
By REV. G. s. WEAVER

This oration is wonderfully worded. See that you phrase it
w ell- m a king p a uses for all new ideas.

FROM time immemorial intellectu.al endowments have
been crowned wit h bays of honor. In all times and
n ations intellect h as been the idol-god of the human
race. Men h ave worshipped at its shrine with an Eastern
idolatry. Men of great intellect have been regarded as
demigods. The multitude have looked upon them with
awe-struck wonder. An impression has been felt, as of
the presence of a grand and solemn agent of spiritual
majesty and power. With cheerful and reverent hands
the world has crowned intellect with its richest honors.
Its pathway has been strewn with flowers; its brow has
worn the loftiest plume; it has sat upon the proudest
throne ; it has held the mightiest sceptre of power. This
gen eral, universal adoration of intellect is proof at once
both of its transcendent worth and power. But evidences
mightier than these are standing thick as stars in night's
diadem, all through the nniverse. proclaiming the worth
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and power of that which produces thought, and adapts
ends to means.
By intellect divine came the earth, rolling her vast
circuit among the numberless hosts of the family of
worlds, with all its rich and gorgeous furniture. By
intellect divine came the glory-flashing magnificence of
heaven; its blazing suns lit beyond suns that roam and
shine through the measureless spaces of immensity. By
intellect human came the secondary creations that mark
with the chiselled lines of thought and skill the career
of man-the cultivated fields, the vine-clad hills, the millstrewn vales, the love-lit homes, the village-decked plains,
the city-girt continents, the steamer-covered streams, the
wire-woven and iron-bound lands, and sail-wreathed
oceans. By intellect came all the stirring, sublime,
mystery-woven realities of the universe. Then is it
not worthy of our attention 1 And though but a feeble
spark be ours, should it not be cultivated 1
DESTINY OF THE UNITED STATES
By H. W. HILLLI..RD
LET no one accuse me of seeing wild visions, and dreaming impossible d reai:ns. I am only stating what may be
done, and what will be done. We may most shamefully
betray the trust reposed in us,-we may most miserably
defeat the fond hopes entertained of us. We may become
the scorn of tyrants, and the jest of slaves. F rom our fate
oppression may assume a bolder front of insolence, and
its victims sink into a darker despair. In that event,
how unspeakable will be our disgrace,-with what weight
of mountains will the infamy lie upon our souls.
Remember that we can have none of those consolations
which sustain the patriot who mourns over the undeserved misfortunes of his country. Our Rome cannot
fall, and we be innocent. No conqueror will chain us to
the car of his triumph,-no countless swarm of Huns and
Goths will bury the memorials and trophies of civilized
life beneath a living tide of barbarism. Our own selfishness, our own neglect, our own passions, and our own
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vices will furnish the elements of our destruction. With
our own hands we shall tear down the stately edifice
of our glory. We shall die by self-inflicted wounds.
But we will not talk of themes like these. We will not
think, of failure, dishonor, and despair. We will elevate
our minds to the contemplation of our high duties, and
the gi·eat trust committed to us. We will resolve to lay
the foundations of our prosperity on that rock of private
virtue which cannot be shaken, until the laws of the
moral world are reversed. From our own breasts shall
flow the salient springs of national increase. Then our
success, our happjness, our glory, will be as inevitable
as the inferences of mathematics.
The whole will not grow weak by the increase of its
parts. Our growth will be like that of the moutai~ oak,
which strikes its roots more deeply into the soil, and
. clings to it with a closer grasp, as its lofty head is exalted, and its broad arms stretched out. The loud burst
of joy and gratitude, which is breaking from the full
hearts of a mighty people, will never cease to be heard.
No chasms of sullen silence will interrupt its course,no discordant notes of sectional madness mar the general
harmony. Year after year will increase it, by tributes
from now unpeopled solitudes. The farthest West shall
hear it and rejoice-the Oregon shall swell it with the
voice of its waters-and the Rocky Mountains shall fling
back the glad sound from their snowy crests.

TIME
By G.D. PRENTICE
REMORSELESS TIME!
Fierce spirit of the glass and scythe! What power
Can stay him in his silent course, or melt
His iron heart to pity ? On, still on
He presses, and forever. The proud bird,
The condor of the Andes, that can soar
Through heaven's unfathomable depths, or brave
The fury of the northern hurricane,
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And bathe his plumage in the thunder's home,
Furls his broad wings at nightfall, and sinks down
To rest upon his mountain crag. But Time
Knows not the weight of sleep or weariness,
And night's deep darkness has no chain to bind
His rushing pinions. Revolutions sweep
O'er earth like troubled visions o'er the breast
Of dreaming sorrow; cities rise and sink
Like bubbles on the water; fiery isles
Spring blazing from the ocean, and go back
To their mysterious caverns; mountains rear
To heaven their bald and blackened cliffs, and bow
'fheir tall heads to the plain; new empires rise,
Gathering the strength of the hoary centuries,
And rush down like the Alpine avalanche,
Startling the nations; and the very stars,
Yon bright and burning blazonry of God,
Glitter awhile in their eternal depths,
And, like the Pleiad, loveliest of their train,
Shoot from their glorious spheres, and pass away
To darkle in the trackless void. Yet Time,
Time the tomb-builder, holds his fierce career,
Dark, stern, all-pitiless, and pauses not,
Amid the mighty wrecks that strew his path,
To sit and muse, like other conquerors,
Upon the fearful ruin he has wrought.
SCHOOLS
By MILFORD BARD
MIND constitutes the majesty of man-virtue his true
nobility. The tide of improvement, which is now flowing
like another Niagara through the land, is destined to roll
on downward to the latest posterity; and it will bear to
them, on its bosom, our virtues, our vices, our glory, or
our shame, or whatever else we may transmit as an inheritance. It then, in a great measure, depends upon the
present whether the moth of immortality and the vampire of luxury shall prove the overthrow of the republic;
or knowledge and virtue, like pillars, shall support her
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against the whirlwind of war, ambition, corruption, and
the remorseless tooth of time. Let no frown fall upon
the hopes of the philanthropist in che cause of the
school. If its power individually is humble, so is the
labor of the silk-worm; but the united product is imreense, it becomes the wealth of a whole empire. We
despise the single insect crushed wantonly in our path;
but, united, they have depopulated cities, destroyed fertile fields, and struck terror to nations, becoming more
formidable than Caesar or Scipio, than Hannibal or
Alexander. The united effort of schools may carry intelligence and virtue to millions of minds; nor does the
accumulation of influence cease with their labors, for
millions yet unborn may reap the tenfold harvest. Active education is ever on the increase; like money, its
interest becomes compound, doubles, and ill the course of
years becomes a vast national treasury. Give your children fortunes without education, and at least half the
number will go down to the tomb of oblivion, perhaps
to ruin. Give them education, and they will accumulate
fortunes; they will be a fortune themselves, to their
country. It is an inheritance worth more than gold,
for it buys true honor; they can neither spend nor lose
it; and through life it proves a friend-in death, a delicious consolation. Give your children education, and no
tyrant will triumph over your liberties. Give your children education, and the silver-shod horse of the despot
will never trample on the ruins of the fabric of your
freedom.
MUSIC
By VrnGINLI. HERALD
A wonderful opportunity for measure melody and modulation of
voice. K eep tones clear and musical.

NATURE, through all her depths, is full of music,
varied in its tones and rich in its melody. There is a
music in the stillness of the twilight hour; in the voices
of the balmy breeze, as it sighs amid the stirring leaves
of the starlit grove or sleeps upon the calm bosom of the
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reposing waters ; in the thunderings of the foaming cataract; in the ripplings of the mountain rill, and the
majestic voice of the storm-stirred sea. There is music
in the glad symphonies of the joyous songsters of the
grove beneath, and the mutterings of the thunders above;
in heaven; on earth; in the outspread skies and invisible
air; in the solitary dell, and on the mountain's cloudveiled top, where human footsteps have never left an
echo; in the deepest cells of the passion-stirred heart,
and the inanimate depths of the material world; in the
dim rays of earth, and the beams of those celestial lights
which gem the high firmament and light the angels to
t heir evening orisons ; in the tones of woman's voice on
earth, and the devotions of the pure spirits of a better
land; in all, through all, and over all, and forever vibrating, the rich music of universal harmony, and the
deep tones of undying melody. Thousands of invisible
harps are pouring their united melody through the
depths of air and earth; millions of archangels . touch
their heaven-strung lyres, and send celestial harmony
through the vast halls of the temple of the living God.
It is the air of earth; it is the atmosphere of heaven.
The unbounded universe is one sleepless lyre, whose
chords of love and hope and purity and peace are fanned
into a dreamy and mystic melody by the breath of t he
invisible God.
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BOOKS OF GAMES, STUNTS, SPEECHES, SONGS, ETC.

1

Tall Tales.
r

By Jim Blakley. Here is a book that will enable you to do a lot of things
-yo u can out-lie your friends--makc a peppy speech-get them laughing, and
leave them the same way. There are some of t he biggest whoppers we have ever read, most of 'em new. Tales for all occasions, pungent, pointed, wholesome clever ones for the afterd inner speech, club room, and just any place when a good
story is needed t o add enjoyment to the occasion. If you just
_..._ _....,,
want to read them, everyone from little Bud to Grandpa will
.,,_ • ....,_
be fussing about who gets the book next. In order to help the
busy speaker, there is an index, showing the stories appropriate to certain subjects. Here are a few: Absent-minded
Tales, Automobile, Business Tales, Dog Tales, Dumb Tales,
E ating. Farm Tales, Fishing, Government, Hunting. Golf,
........
Irish, Negro, Scotch, Snake, Speed, Sport, Weather, and Juat
-·-'· "·-•- ·-· , Tales. Fun from cover to cover. Over 150 of these whoppen .

- - - __,

-

Price 75c

Socials, Parties, Stunts for Church and
Community Affairs.

Written and compiled by J. Zimmerman Edwards. And here i1 as helpful a book
as we have seen for those busy p eople who are always called on to engineer social
affairs. I t covers the whole yoar from January to December, and there is something for eve ry season and occasion. There are novel suggestions for New Year's,
February Birthdays, Valentine Day, St. Patrick Day, April Fool, Easter, May
Day, Flag Day, Bride Parties, Fourth of July, Gypsy Socials, Make Money
Socials, Bible Socials, Stu nt Socials, Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving, Christmas and
impromptu programs of every descri,ption. Every church and community worker
should have this handy helper.
Price 75c

Bright Bits for Banquets.

By J. Hal Connor. Well, here is the helpful little book for the troubled banquet
committee. If someone objects to serving on the committee, hand 'em the book,
for it tells how to go about it. Want a toastmaster? Tell him you'll supply most of
his speech. It's there. Who'll respond to toasts? Well, lots of folks if you supply
the material. That's in the book. Even the menus are suggested and there's a
bushel of jokes, stories, stunts, and quotations. Every superintentlent, alumni
committee, lodge or club man should this book.
Prioe 50c

Clever Speeches for All Occasions.

Compiled by J, Hal Connor. Here is the helpful book when someone 'phones
''You arc to deliver the welcome address .. . " or when you haven't time to orepare a talk for this banquet or that alumni. It's a sort of first-aid kit for the
speaker who is called on to give an address for school banquets, athletic banquets, patriotic occasions, luncheon clubs, P.-T. A. meetings, father-sons banquets, women's clubs, school commencements, anniversaries, etc. The speeches
are for the most part not complete, but suggested topics, stories, quotations, illustrations, extracts, etc., are given so the speaker can compile in a way his own
address.
Price 75c

Fun With Fortune Telling.

Compiled by Mrs. G. L . Henson. Here is a book that will furnish fun and interest for anv social gotherin.:. Everyone is interested in his "fortune" and this
book is Jrrlll'lited to give _}:OU ple asure-. either j ndividually or llS a crowd. Price JOc
N o 98

Books of 8eadings for High School and Adults
Blue Ribbon Orations-A Book of National Interest. This book

is th~ result o! a nat1onwide request to colleges for prize.winning orations. These orations cover a wide range of
timely subjects and furnish !rood material for debates. They deal with the Constitution,
Peace, Prohibition, Capital Puoisl)ment, Crime, etc. A list of tit!~•: The Citadel o! Freedom,
,Lay the Ax to the Root of Evil, Pioneer Blood, Long Live the Orator, Ropes, Education
for War, The King Can Do No Wrong, A Study in Ghosts, Release Unto Us Barabbas, The
Eleventh Commandment. The American Road, 'l'he Achievement of Peace, Electric Ser.,ico
in American Homes. October-The Crash, a stock market story; The Man of Steel, The
Constitution, For the Eighteenth. Amendment. This is a splendid array of material which we
are proud to pass on to our patrons and which we feel will find a welcome in schools, colleges, and libraries. Cloth bound volume.
Price $1.50

Dorothy Dumb Monologs.

A new collection by Lucile Crites. Those who have used
"Dorothy Dumb's Christmas Shopping" will welcome
these othtr seven monologs relating the adventures of Dorothy Dumb. And was she dumb!
They will enliven any program and help the reader into the good graces of the audience. We
have in this collection: Do~othy Dumb and H er Savings, Dorotb'y Dumb at the Musicale,
Dorothy Dumb at the Writer's Conference, Dorothy Dumb Hns a Fit-ting. Dorothy Shops
for a Car, Dorothy Meets a Vitamine, Dorothy and Her Neighbor'o Baby. For I.he whole collection.
Price 50c

Contest Orations for High
School. By Nelson D. Sweeny. Thlo
book is written t,o supply the
large demand for short, timely, convincing
orations which have force enough in them
to compel attention when properly delivered. 23 or:itions, running from S to 7 minutes. A wonderful help tor those looking
£or winning contest pieces.
Price 75c

Funny Monologs About People
You Know By Edwardlne Crenshaw
• Couch. A really splendid
collection of character sketches whicn appeal to everyone beeauoe they all know the
different types represented. There are over
twenty in this book, eacli good enough to
be on a program. You will enjoy Mandy's
New Yeaes .Resolutions, Listening In, Putting Up the Stove, Painting the Car, At
the Dentist's, Dad's Christmas, If, and all
tho others.
Price, complete, ?Ge

the twenty titles: Halligan'a Dam. When
Neighbors Happen I n, The Town Improvement Society, From the Mountain Top,
Mrs. Green Visits the Art .Museum, Spaghets, Eph's Radio Sermonette, St. Patrick.
Price 60c
Real Life Readings. By. Gertruda
Ah:rens.Acoilection of superior :readings concerning tho
many things of e,•eryday life. Miss Ahrens
has bad abundant opportunity to meet and
know people o! all kinds and she has a gift
of expression which makes all of her readings worthwhile.
:Price 75c

To Make 'Em Laugh

The Reader's Treasury. A collection

of effect, ve
readings for platform or studio use. Good
for contests. Most of tb"e m run from four
to ten minutee. You will like these tiUes:
Alice Scral)ll Her Slang, Aunt ReaVy at the
fflgb School "Meat.'' Comforting her Patient, Fools and Children, Helping Father
Convalesce, In the Receiving Line, Information Pleruie, The Joy of the Party. The
Made-Over Dress, Mrs. Swattem Attends
the Convention, Our Fatnily Picnic, Rosemary at the Benefit, Tommy Goes to the
Circus, The Village Dressmaker. Violet of
the N eckwear, Meeting Matilda, and others.
Prfoe 75c
Readings for Re c itals. ':his collee.
t1on by variouo authors contains numbers which will
appeal to the average audience. They are
of varied types running from one to ten
minutes in length and they will satisfy
diecriminating readers. Here are a few of

A collection of
,
• ten delightfully
humoroUB readings by Mary Sb'a rpe. Out of
the many readings we have published, these
have given us more laughs in the rendinathan any others. Good contest or platform
numbers. Look at their ti.U es: ".j\ny Old
Hat Will Fit the Ring," "The Symphony a
la lfode,'" "Ridin' the Roller Coaster,"
"Electrocutin' Petunia." '"The Ch'ristmas
List.'' Aunt Sophia Visits the Vete?'ans/•
"About Family Trees," '"Noon at the Cafeteria.,': .,"The Five O'Clock Jam," "Sepnratin •
Price 76c

Twenty Funny Monologs.
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B:v L~ura
Williams.
Every reader will want this splendid col.,:
Jection of humorous monologs. Well-told
description of the funny happenings of our
numerous neighbors. Here are the titles,
When Archie Goes Out to Luncheon,
Coaching a Play, A Family Conference,
Riding With the Jones', On the Jury,
Keeping Young, The Flapper's Vacation,
A Neighborly Call, The Prima Donna's
Farewell, A Meeting on the Street, At the
Fashion Show, The Morning's Order, On
the Links. In Every Family, Getting En.
gaged, The New Star, An Actress of a
Bygone Day. At the News Stand, The InvaJid, a~ d At the Railroad Station.
".
P rite 75c

